Something for you...

If you are a weaver, spinner, dyer, armchair enthusiast or collector, there's something for you in every issue of The Weaver's Journal.

**Summer 79 $3.50**
- Rug show: Shaped, sculptured rugs, rag rugs, crocheted cards, hooked cloth weaves, multi-harness cradle weaves, spinning dog hair, batiste of weaving.

**Spring 80 $5.00**

**Summer 80 $5.00**

**Fall 80 $6.00**
- Fabrics for interiors, interview with Jack Isaac Lasser, stitched double cloth, martingale, wave analysis, carded wool rug slavages, linen shirt, color harmony, backstrap weaving.

**Winter 80 $7.00**

**Winter 81 $8.00**

**Spring 81 $4.00**
- Rag rug: Rag weaves, rug weaving, rag projects, double-weave pick-up, double-weave double weave, color in worn & winter, engraved patterns, plush weaves. Series: Intro to computers for weaving, part 3.

**Summer 81 $6.00**
- Exotic textiles from Museum textiles, Shaker textiles, Norwegian Tapestry, Peruvian llamas, Navajo weaving, Southeast Indian twill tapestry, Samoan ikat, Guatemalan weaving, Japanese weaving, traditional-damask, 4-block double weave for 4-harness, space dyeing. Series: Intro to computers for weaving, part 2.

**Fall 81 $6.00**
- Handspun yarns for weavers, handspun & handwoven, needlepoint, rainbow dyeing, flame resist, mothproofing, yarn weaves, name draft programs, weavers' unions. Series: Intro to computers for weaving, part 3.

**Winter 81 $6.00**

**Spring 82 $4.00**
- Rug show: Flameproof rugs, mott & separate weaves, black dyeing for rugs, shaft-switching devices and techniques, multi-colored dyeing, Keski-Aid dyeing, quilted comforters, blanket weave, Turkish last, block weaves with long-eyed heddles. Masterweaver loom.

**Summer 82 $6.00**
- Jacquard looms, Gerdts of Bannez, Norwegian card-weave belt, place mats, overhanging heddle, fingered shuttle, backstrap looms. Greek spit-dyeing, braided Chinese baskets.

**Fall 82 $6.00**

**Winter 82 $6.00**

**Spring 83 $6.00**

**Summer 83 $6.00**
- Ethnic Textiles: Kabuki (India), 5- and 7-loop braids, Middle Eastern, Kftan fabrics, sari weaves, bag, Greek ceramics, Maori designs, weft ikat, Japanese ikat, Matka fabrics of India. Series: Textile Conservation, part 4.

**Fall 83 $4.00**

**Winter 86 $6.00**
- Clothing issue: Anna Mayet on weaving handkerchiefs, Flemish, silk tapestry necklaces, Cannettle jacket, ribbon necktie, historical changes in Guatemalan clothing, weavers' guilds, regular, random warp dyeing. Series: Color Theory, part 2.

**Spring 86 $6.00**

**Summer 86 $6.00**

**Fall 86 $6.50**
- Cotswold: Cotton history, abet information, glories, spinning Cotswold with the Lorsun, handspun cotton shirt, cotton face cloth, cotton baby blankets, tapestry weaving with spun flax, antique spinning chairs, guide to control worsening in Paris. The Weekend Weaver: double drawloom.

**Winter 87 $7.00**
- Clothing issue. Paisley shawls, Chinese brocades, crochet scarfs, half-patterns, winter fashions. Ukrainian skirt of embellished linen, twill block cape, half-scarf art, European perspective on American handwork. Jacob sheep wool. The Weekend Weaver; silk with Dukakis on tissue paper.

**Spring 87 $7.25**

To order back issues or to subscribe, fill out the order form between pages 16 and 17.
# Tapestry!

## Artwear
Joan Renne’s work is featured in the article “Dream Weaver,” beginning on page 40. Her tapestry garments were also celebrated at Artwear ‘87, a runway wearable art show at the Minneapolis Institute of Art in April (page 33).

## On the Cover
Detail of “Daylilies,” produced by the Scherer Tapestry Studio of New York. The article on The American Tapestry Alliance begins on page 32.
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For more than a year we have been planning and scouting for articles to make this a very special tapestry issue. We have come up with a range of topics from tapestry-woven garments to the marketing of tapestries individually and collectively. For those with less experience in the weaving of tapestry we have included Nancy Harvey’s “Tapestry Tips,” a two-part article which will conclude in the Fall issue. For the inspiration provided by ethnic weaves, we have included background and techniques from Indonesia, Peru, and Coptic Egypt.

For those wanting to experiment with a tapestry-like non-loom technique, Monica Bravo describes an ancient Peruvian netting technique which produces an unusual, sturdy, textured fabric.

“Letter from Japan,” a new series, begins in this issue. In it, LaVonne Schreiber shares with us her visits with contemporary and traditional Japanese fiber artists. Marolyn Downing brings us another installment in her catalogue of textile collections abroad, this time from London’s Victoria and Albert Museum.

A two-block rug is this issue’s Weekend Weaver project. Phyllis Waggner’s variations on this versatile rug weave use hand-dyed rags and yarns. And for eight-harness weavers, Virginia West’s article on bias fabrics suggests drappable weaves for garments.

An update on our Shared Traditions award being presented at weaving conferences this summer: We have been most gratified by the judges’ selections at the conferences The Weaver’s Journal has attended in person. We would like to share the criteria for this award with you.

Through this award, we recognize examples of fiber work which epitomize fine craftsmanship. Such fine work is often seen in the traditional fiber art of cultures all over the world—cultures which we learn from, respond to and come to share.

In selecting a recipient for the Shared Traditions Award, we define fine craftsmanship as combining sound design with technical excellence. For example, in the case of woven entries, jurors should evaluate design on the basis of how the weave structure, colors, materials, surface design and hand suit the intended function. Excellence in the technical area should take into account evenness of heat, selvages, surface and finishing techniques, as well as the use of especially complex and challenging weave structures and techniques.

Pieces which meet these criteria should be made of fiber but need not be woven. While pieces which use traditional, ethnic patterns and weave structures often embody these criteria, this prize is not intended solely to be used for ethnic work.

Karen and Sue
I AM ENCLOSING photos of two of the nine Danish twined rugs I have made since your article on Lillie Sherwood’s rugs in the Journal (Vol. X, No. 4, Issue 40, Spring 1986, p. 32). Thanks so much to you all. This is so much fun, my other projects have taken a back seat. These rugs are both warped with jute but I have used denim and other fabrics as well. I twined the ends with cotton yarn. After I took them off the loom I blanket-stitched the ends. They are nice and thick because I use circles which I sew together before I start. I work bottom to top on my nice double “husband-built” loom.

Maxine Bryant
Santa Fe, New Mexico

THE WEAVER’S JOURNAL is getting better with each issue. Although I seldom weave the garments shown, I do weave fabric for vestsmen and clergy stoles, and the styles and color combinations give me inspiration. I appreciate knowing the threading, tie-up, and treadling. My mind was “blown” by Leonore Alanie’s weaving “Hillo” sundress and “Happy Swester.” [Vol. XI, No. 3, Issue 41, p. 26] Sister M. Consolata, O.S.C.
Greenville, South Carolina

THE ARTICLE “Wearable Fine Thread Tapestries,” by Elmyra Tidwell [Vol. X, No. 3, Issue 39, p. 34], captured my attention even though I am a knitter, not a weaver.

I recently attended a meeting at a local library where Elmyra Tidwell was the guest speaker. Her lecture was most informative. She also had her necklaces and other weavings on display.

I thank your magazine for the article which featured this new talented creator. It is amazing what some people can do with a spool of thread. The photos in the magazine of the fine thread pieces were very good, but the actual pieces are breathtaking.

Please encourage your readers to read articles in an art unknown to their own hands and see the artists you feature whenever possible. I did, and Elmyra Tidwell’s work and lecture were so worthy of the time spent.

Delaure Fischer
Florissant, Missouri

YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED to know that the Vogue pattern 48440 used in making the cape designed by Leslie Voiers (Winter 1987) is no longer available in the stores.

By phoning the Vogue Consumers Service people I was able to get a pattern, but they only had it in size “Petite,” and by now even that may be gone.

Joy Neuman
Berkeley, California

We are sorry for the inconvenience. This pattern was still available when the article was in preparation.

MANUFACTURER OF: UNIQUE WHEELS & LOOMS FOR PROFESSIONALS
SPECTACULAR COLOR RANGE OF HAND-DYED YARNS
ALL DESIGNED BY
RACHEL BROWN

RIO GRANDE WEAVER’S SUPPLY
(505) 339-1400

Send $1 for complete catalog
PO BOX 20099, TAOS, NM 87571

In the next issue

- Handspun Yarns and their uses will be featured, with articles by:
  Susan Byrd, Nancy Ellison, Peggy Frost Meyer and LaVonne Schreiber.
- The ancient Scandinavian art of Nâllbinding by Lila Nelson & Kate Martinson.
- Tapestry Tips—Part 2 by Nancy Harvey.
- Also featured: Overshot and double weave.

TREENWAY CRAFTS LTD.

Our SILK yarn is available in 36 hand-dyed colours. Samples & price list $3.00

Catalogue containing complete line of products $3.00
Mail order only.

Treenway Crafts Ltd. 3841 Duke Road, RR 1
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada V8X 3W9
Telephone: (604) 478-3538
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HENRY'S ATTIC
Textured Weft Yarns
5 Mercury Avenue, Monroe, NY 10950
914-783-3930

To see the yarns Henry keeps in the attic, please send $15.00 and resale number for complete sample set. (It's well worth it)

Stores & production weavers only please.

Individual weavers, please see your local weaving or knitting store, or write for list of stores carrying Henry's yarns. We appreciate your business.

"You've got to be kiddin'!"

NEW ARTS & CRAFTS VIDEO WORKSHOPS

Announcing
Tapestry Weaving - Level II
with
NANCY HARVEY

PLUS:
Tapestry Level I
Stenciling * Needlepoint
Basketry & Weaving Courses

AYOTTIE'S Designeny
HANDWEAVING STUDIO & SHOP
ANNOUNCING THE COMPLETION OF OUR GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT
HANDWEAVING WITH ROBERT & ROBERTA

A Handweaving Home Study Course that advance you step-by-step, one series of lessons at a time, to your desired level of interest is now available. Each lesson is mailed to you with clearly written instructions including yarn samples, needs and cost and all supplies (at a discount) are available for immediate delivery.

For complete details, send a self-addressed stamped business-sized envelope (4 1/4 x 9 1/2) to Ayotte's Designery, Dept. J-Kit, Center Sandwich, NH 03227.

HANDWEAVERS CULTURE AMERICA
Shuttle SPINDLE DYEPOD
The Quarterly Journal of the Handweavers Guild of America, Inc.

CONVERGENCE
A Biennial Convention
88 in Toronto, 88 in Chicago

SERVICES
Certificate of Excellence in Handweaving and in Spinning
Slice & Textile Kits
Library Book Rental
Suppliers/Education Directories

HGA offers a host of member services to spark your creativity and develop your skills. Memberships are $25 per year (US funds). Outside the USA, add $5 per year (pay in US funds drawn on US bank.)
Send check to: HGA Membership
65 LaSalle Rd.
West Hartford, CT 06117.
MC & Visa welcome.

THE CREATIVE SOLUTION to your weaving needs
Teachers Directory

This special advertising supplement lists individuals who give lectures and workshops to guilds, conferences and other organizations. If you are a teacher of a fiber specialty and would like to be contacted about listings in a future directory, please send a post card to: Teachers Directory, The Weaver’s Journal, P.O. Box 14238, St. Paul, MN 55114.

Basketry

ROBIN TAYLOR DAUGHTERY
2395 Juniper, Boulder CO 80302
(303) 444-5255
Robin Taylor Daughtery, author of Spins and Woven Basketry and video instructor for Victorian Video Productions Spins Basketry I and Spins Basketry II, offers lively 3-5 day workshops in basketry: spoked, ribbed, plaited, coiled or wicker; traditional and non-traditional constructions and styles; commercial and/or locally gathered natural materials. Sound construction technique is the basis for creative design.

Dyeing

BETSY BLUMENTHAL
1200 E. First Street, Bloomington, IN 47401
(812) 334-2464
Lectures, one-day, two-day workshops offered on following topics by experienced lecturer, expert weaver of double-weave ikat fabrics and wall pieces: "Controlled Dyeing with Fiber Reactive Dyes Using the Dyer’s Method; "Double-Weave Structure on 4- and 8-harness Looms; "Techniques of Warp and Weft Ikat. Resume and details of presentations available on request.

JILL E. MARTIN
3904 Blackstone Ave., Gurnee, IL 60031
(312) 336-7698
Teach one-day vegetal acid dye workshop for group of 6-18. Includes indigo. Students receive CD of dyes on silk and wool. $60-75. Offer one-hour lecture on history, botany, chemistry of vegetal dyeing. Discuss activities appropriate for class or nature groups.

Felting

ANN E. VICKREY
1066 Sonoma Avenue, Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 321-3209
Lectures, workshops: "Scandinavian Felting; "Choosing the Best Wool for Felting; "Felt Wearables: Slippers, Hats, Boats, Mittens, Vests; "Felt Projects for Children.

Spinning

IRIS L. DOZER
1530 W. Frier Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021
(602) 943-0082
"Woolcombing and/or Yarn Analysis" 2 or 3-day emphasis on woolen preparation and spinning of four major yarn types: carpet and/or

Lopi, worsted for clothing, high twist for lace or crepe and core spun. Lectures: "Wonderful Woollen; "Sheep Shearing in Arizona; "Wool Fabrics: A Handspinners Viewpoint."

FLORENCE FELDMAN-WOOD
P.O. Box 422, Andover, MA 01810
(617) 473-8790
Lectures: "Australian Cashmere and Cashgora; "Characteristics and potential of these two new luxury fibers; "Silk: The Ultimate Luxury Fiber: How to Spin it. "Exotic Fibers."

ANN L. KRECKEL
P.O. Box 133, Webster, NY 14580
(716) 571-3793
"Advanced Yarn Design" (lecture without workshop): The purpose of this program is to explore those areas in which the handspinner can creatively produce a yarn that industry cannot, or will not produce. Industrial techniques are discussed so that the spinner understands current technology. Yarn design as it relates to the handspinning is explored through the elements of fiber blending, color, plying and structure. Basic spinning competence is assumed. More information upon request.

SHARON WICKSTROM
R.R. #4 C.S. Knob Hill South, Armstrong, B.C., Canada V0E 1B0
(604) 456-3224
"Beginning Spinning," full introduction to handspinning. "Dyeing to Design: With Color; "numerous techniques using chemical dyes. Produce many effects, a complete spectrum using only primary colors. "Warping—Fun & Fun!" Make loading your loom an easy, efficient process, as enjoyable as the weaving. "Fashion Fabrics & Finishes: fabric structures, finishes, application to garment design. Brochures available on request.

Weaving

PHILIS ALVIC
1622 Miller Ave., Murray, KY 40271
(502) 753-0150
Philis Alvic is a nationally-known artist, author and weaver with twenty-five years experience. She will conduct workshops or give lectures in the areas of block weaves, profile drafting, fabric design, color interaction, traditional influences, composition and visual expression. In all workshops special care is taken to meet individual differences and interests, to adjust topics to skill levels from beginner to advanced.

CLOTHILDE BARRETT
4475 Laguna Pl. #304, Boulder, CO 80303
(303) 499-0423
Workshops on the understanding of weave structures, including drafting and designing, emphasis on lesser-known techniques. All levels of skills.

SUE BEEVERS
P.O. Box 214, Clinton, NY 13325
(315) 535-3327
Lectures, workshops: Weaving; "Stripes; "Dyeing Techniques; "The Dyeing Notebook; "Cloaker Planning; "One Warp, One Thread, One Million Variations; "Wars to Weave Overshot; "The Lovely Twill; "Boundweaves; "Building Blocks; "Spinning: "Setting Up a Dyeing Notebook; "Dyeing Techniques for Spinners; "Color Instructions; "Handspinning With Color; "Spinning for Texture; "Textural Flying Techniques; "Fibre Blending; Full workshop descriptions and resume available. Enjoy traveling.

BETSY BLUMENTHAL
1200 E. First Street, Bloomington, IN 47401
(812) 334-2464
Lectures, one-day, two-day workshops offered on following topics by experienced lecturer, expert weaver of double-weave ikat fabrics and wall pieces: "Controlled Dyeing with Fiber Reactive Dyes Using the Dyer’s Method; "Double-Weave Structure on 4- and 8-Harness Looms; "Techniques of Warp and Weft Ikat. Resume and details of presentations available on request.

DEBORAH CHANDLER
Box 7295, Boulder, CO 80306
(303) 442-5283
1-5 day workshops on Beginning, Advanced Beginning and Intermediate Weaving. Lectures on a wide variety of subjects. Author of Learning to Weave With Debbie Redding, Victorian Video Productions’ Introduction to Weaving and Beginning Four-Harness Weaving, and Handweaver Magazine’s "Your Weaving Teacher."

MARY RAWCLIFFE COLTON
21 Cedar Hill Rd, NE, Albuquerque, NM 87122
(505) 294-3310
Slide Lectures: "New Mexico—Three Cultures: Inspiration and Fiber Art; "Design from Your Surroundings; "Ikat; "Masks; "Workshops include "Color and Design for Garments or Wall Hangings; "Ikat Dyeing: Warp and Weft; "Masks: Marquetry and Magic; "on-loom or off-loom; "From Floor to Back; "several techniques adaptable for both rugs and garments. Also available for basic weaving instruction.
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BETTY DAVENPORT
1922 Mahan, Richey, WA 99352
(509) 945-4409
Learn to use your rigid heddle loom to its full potential. Betty Davenport, specialist in rigid heddle weaving, offers workshops in beginning, intermediate and two-heddle techniques. Author of Hand On Rigid Heddle Weaving, Textures and Patterns for the Rigid Heddle Loom, and YVP’s video course Rigid Heddle Weaving-Level 1.

JOHANNA ERICKSON
48 Chester Street, Watertown MA 02172
(617) 926-1737
"Rag Rugs and Rag Weaving," Lecture and Workshops. Slides, samples, demonstrations, gimmicks and tricks. Recycling rags, history, design are discussed. Erickson’s rugs of gorgeous, designer characters are featured, as well as work from many U.S. rag weavers. Erickson has lectured extensively at many guilds and conferences and has her own rag rug business.

JANE EVANS
Greenedge, Box 100, Grandora, Sask.
Canada SOK 1Y0
(306) 668-4548
Enjoy the benefits of a Masterweaver’s research, weaving and teaching experience. Workshop and lectures include: shadow weave, color, weave effects; fancy cloth ("rag") rugs in freeform designs on 4 shafts; loom-controlled rugs for 4 or more shafts; unusual tie-waves (Biederwand, velvet, holdi, etc.) for multi-shaft fabrics and rugs; intermediate and advanced levels courses of 2-4 days.

KERRY EVANS
2508 E. Euclid Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53207
(414) 744-4096
Students explore the use of the pulled warp technique when applied to loom-shaped clothing as well as to wall hangings and other functional articles. In a one-day introductory workshop, students weave various samples to discover the effects and results of this versatile technique.

BETTY GAUDY
998 Rio Verde E., Cottonwood, AZ 86326
(602) 634-8615
Traditional and innovative instruction: "Unusual Transparency" in plain weave and overshot; "Double-weave Pick-up;" "6-harness Bergman Summer and Winter;" "Dulzargan;" "Smocking Woven on the Loom." Workshops and more: New Basketry Loom workshop (Renaissance or Brussels tape lace). Received HGA Certificate of Excellence in 1980. Former college instructor, weaver since 1960. Instructs and exhibits extensively in the west.

MARY GUNN
7 Jonathan Lane, Westport, CT 06880
(203) 227-9186
Slide Lecture: "Weaver’s Tour of Greece." Over 300 selected slides and samples of textiles gathered while visiting numerous Greek people and places of interest to the textile artist. Of special interest is the weaving of traditional Flokati rugs, a traditional weaving method used in Greece. Workshops: "Greek Flokati Rug Weaving,” 2 days: "Indie Weaving," 2 days (can supply indie looms for class); "Woven Hat Workshop," 2 days.

SALLIE T. GUY
Route 6, Box 217, Murray, KY 40271
(502) 436-2261

NANCY HARVEY
3844 Radio Street, Citrus Heights, CA 95610
(916) 961-9369
Tapestry is my specialty and my workshops, lectures and seminars deal with tapestry, designing for tapestry, narrative, Navajo and Scandinavian traditional techniques, for beginning, intermediate and advanced levels. Other workshops are offered on topics such as teaching, writing and business, being in business, marketing and keeping records. For more details, write for my brochure which includes references and credentials.

JEAN HESSLER/New Twist
1042 9th Avenue, Sacramento, CA 95818
(916) 441-2299
Lecture and workshops developed to your individual needs in the area of four-harness weaving and spinning. Dyeing in the oven, microwave and stovetop methods. Pattern drafting for handwoven garments plus putting it together - that is, creativity after weaving fabric plus knitting up. Resume, brochure and references available upon request.

RUTH N. HOLROYD
20 Old Farm Circle, Pittsford, NY 14534
(716) 381-0065
Lectures, Seminars, Workshops: "The Moorman’s Technique," 16 exercises, workshop with looms; "Playing With Profiles," interchanging unit weaves within multi-shaft profiles, based upon Jacob Angelucci’s manuscript, seminar and an ongoing workshop; "Drafting, Dressdown and Cloth Analysis," theory without loom; "Basics for Beginners and Improvers." "Bobbin Lace." Torchon, Cluny, Buck’s Point. Instruction. Demonstrations, workshops especially beginning levels. Inquire for other topics.

BONNIE INOUYE
3304 Gunwood Dr., Hyattsville, MD 20783
(301) 422-8926
Half-day to three-day workshops, all hands-on. Emphasis is on practical advice and innovative techniques. Surface Design for Cottons, covers painted and block-printed effects on a wide range of cotton and cotton-blend fabrics, useful for handwoven or commercial fabric. "Color-shifting Warps" is an original approach to warp ikat. Longer "Warp Workshop" additionally considers ideal warp length and new design techniques used for preventing boredom when weaving with longer warps. "Modern Cardweaving" is offered as a half-day workshop.

BOBBIE IRWIN
1500 W. Plum, Box 6A, Ft. Collins, CO 80521
(303) 491-8967

MARY ELIZABETH LAUGHLIN
1845 Oak Terrace, Newcastle, CA 95658
(916) 663-2293
Author: More than Four. Offering workshops and seminars. Topics include: "Long-eyed Heddles" (jack loom): "Bead and/or doup Leno;" "Mix & Match Weaves;" "Corkscrew Twill;" "Multiple Harness Twills;" "Exploring Multiple Harness Weaving." Many of these have been presented throughout the U.S. and Canada at conferences and guild meetings. Write or call for more information.

CHARLES A. LERMOND/The Loom Shed
278 S. Pleasant St. Oberlin, OH 44074
(216) 774-3500
Hands-on workshops in overshot, Moorman and rag weaving techniques. Demonstrations and/or workshops in shaft-switching applications. Experienced weaver and fiber sculptor with weaving represented at Convergence ’86. Write or call for more details.

SUSAN MORGAN LEVELLE
P.O. Box 310, Dillsboro, NC 28725
(704) 886-5418

LINDA MADDEN
2316 Mayfair Ave., White Bear Lake, MN 55110
(612) 429-9191
Production weaver and professionally trained teacher will present lectures and/or workshops on Wadmal (handwoven felt), Loom-controlled Lace, Production Techniques, Sectional Warping, Drafting, Garments and Table Linens. Classes are student-oriented and conducted in a warm, stress-free atmosphere. Teacher well-known in Minneapolis-St. Paul area for her weavers and table linens and for classes taught at Weaver’s Guild of Minnesota.

REBECCA MANDALL
Arizona Weaving and Knitting Studio
3620 N. Scottsdale Road, Scottsdale, AZ 85251
(602) 945-7455
Mandall is a production weaver producing yardage, exclusive clothing collections and architecture.

Teachers Directory to page 47.
Working with the Bias

by Virginia West

In designing clothing I have become aware of the advantages of working with the diagonal, or "bias" of the fabric. A garment designed "on the diagonal" is comfortable to wear because of the give of the fabric. Also, the draping quality is enhanced, adding to the fluidity of the garment's appearance. In the design of a piece of clothing, diagonal stripes can be more interesting than the more obvious horizontal or vertical ones, and stripes placed in different directions on various parts of the garment can add to the dynamics of design.

However, fabric of greater width is required for design on the diagonal and fabric corners are wasted. To alleviate this, build a 45° angle into the design of the fabric as in the examples shown here. The garment can then be cut along the straight grain and at the same time will achieve all those desirable qualities of drape and stretch.

All twills, especially those employing eight or more harnesses, give good diagonals and can be woven to achieve 45° angles. The sett and size of weft are both factors in achieving the desired angle: Increase the number of ends per inch or increase weft size if the angle is too shallow; decrease e.p.i. or weft size if it is too steep. To check for a 45° angle, you will need a template, which can be made with a square piece of paper by folding the lower corner to align with the opposite edge. Place the edge of the paper along the edge of the weaving to see whether the twill diagonal follows the fold of the paper.

Five fabrics illustrate this concept: Four are fascinating twill designs and one an unusual diagonal Bronson.

This attractive 10 shaft twill features ascending diagonal ribs whose interstices are filled with tiny flowerets. It is a two-sided fabric.

Warp: 8/2 viscose rayon, taupe, 2800 yd/lb
Weft: 6 strand terracotta embroidery cotton, 2080 yd/lb from Robin & Russ
SETT: 18 e.p.i.
This 3/1 tie-up on a 10 shaft straight draw has a special dynamic movement.
Warp: 8/2 viscose rayon, taupe, 2800 yd/lb
Weft: Mauve 6-ply rayon, 1400 yd/lb or 3/2 perle cotton
Sett: 18 e.p.i.

An 8-shaft double twill is woven in an untraditional way to achieve an ascending broken twill effect.
Warp: 8/2 viscose rayon, taupe, 2800 yd/lb
Weft: 6 strand terracotta embroidery cotton, 2080 yd/lb from Robin & Russ
Sett: 18 e.p.i.
In the first half of the threading draft there are 3 thread skips; in the second half there are 4 thread skips in the sequence. Correspondingly, in the 4/4 twill tie up, there are 3 then 4 intervals in the threading sequence.

**Warp:** 2 ply Tussah, #10, from The Silk Tree, 3750 yd/lb

**Weft:** Dyed silk, white medium singles, #26, 2320 yd/lb from The Silk Tree

**Sett:** 24 e.p.i.

---

**Diagonal Bronson**

**Warp:** Celadon green sewing silk, 4000 yd/lb

**Weft:** Same as warp

**Sett:** 24 e.p.i.

No neat selvedge possible.
MEET THE AUTHORS

Monica Bravo's interest in Chilcan embroidery led her to reproducing the techniques featured in her article. She has a farm in southern Chile where she is introducing spinning and dyeing to local women and helping them to market their crafts in Santiago. She has been a journalist, writing for prominent Chilcan magazines and continues to travel.

Pat D'Andrea was co-founder, publisher and editor of La Confluencia (The Confluence), a regional literary and political journal published in New Mexico. A resident of Santa Fe, she has worked extensively with the Ramah weaving community.

Marahlyn Downing's interest in woven textiles dates to the early 1960s when she took classes at the Weavers Guild of Minneapolis. She studied spinning and cardmaking with Savetta Livingston and dug up heaps of dandelion roots in pursuit of an elusive yellow dye. She is currently textile coordinator and buyer for International Design Center in Minneapolis.

Nancy Harvey began weaving in 1974 and has devoted herself to tapestry since 1976. She is the author of The Guide to Successful Tapestry Weaving and Patterns for Tapestry Weaving, Projects & Techniques. She is co-owner of Victorian Video Productions, producers of arts and crafts video workshops including two tapestry videos of her own.

Michael Hitchcock conducted postgraduate field research in Indonesia between 1980 and 1982. He was awarded a Ph.D. by Oxford University in 1983. Since his appointment to London's Horniman Museum as Assistant Keeper of Ethnography, he has continued to write about textiles. His book, Indonesian Textile Techniques was published by Shire Publications in 1985. He is currently conducting research on textiles from the Balkans.

Nancy Arthur Hoskins has a M.A. degree in Fine Arts: Weaving, Art Education and Art History from the University of Oregon. She now teaches at Lane Community College in Eugene. She has continued to do research and writing and learning and does weaving on commission.

Lucy Anne Jennings has taught basketry, weaving, spinning and dyeing to both children and adults. She lives in Kingman, Arizona.

Kathy Kahn is a weaving aficionado and chemistry teacher in the St. Paul public schools.

Beth Rolingson is the editor of Tapestry Topics, the quarterly newsletter of the American Tapestry Alliance.

She has been a tapestry weaver for seven years and has exhibited throughout Texas where she lives on a small farm outside Austin.

Lavonne Schreiber is currently spending three years doing research in Japan on traditional textiles, tools and techniques. She is retired from teaching weaving and fiber in Colorado as the university level.

Sandra K. Thorton lives in British Columbia. She has travelled to Peru several times to study the weaving of San Pedro de Cajamarca and to collect information on the production of abaca. She teaches workshops, lectures and weaves.

Virginia West founded the Fiber Department at Maryland Institute College of Art in 1969. Her work can be found in public and private collections throughout the United States, Europe and Australia. She is the author of several books including most recently The Virginia West Swatch Book.
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HOW DO I make my interlocks look good? Sometimes they work, sometimes they don't. What makes it so confusing? I hear these questions often when I teach workshops. The following tips should help you understand what is happening as you weave, and how you can control the process. Successful tapestry weaving will soon become automatic.

There are two types of weft interlock techniques and some variations within each type. When weaving a weft interlock the wefts hook around each other in the space between two neighboring warp threads. The wefts do not “hook” around and share a warp thread, as they do in warp interlock.

The two types of weft interlock are 1) weft interlock, often referred to as single weft interlock, and 2) double-weft interlock. When weaving these techniques, we should be aware of several things: 1) the direction in which the wefts are travelling, 2) the position of the warp thread after the interlock (up or down), 3) how often the wefts interlock with the adjacent weft, and 4) what the technique looks like when woven.

**Weft Interlock**

In weft interlock, the wefts can travel in the same, or the opposite direction from one another (figure 1) and the wefts interlock every other row. The front and the back side of the technique looks the same. In double-weft interlock, the wefts travel in the same direction (figure 2) and the wefts interlock every row. Double-weft interlock is one tapestry technique that has a “right” and a “wrong” side and it is the “wrong” side that is up or facing you as you weave. Therefore, if you choose to use double-weft interlock, your entire tapestry must be woven with the back or “wrong” side facing you while you work, which means your cartoon must be a mirror image of the desired results.

Notice in figure 1 that no interlock takes place where the wefts meet each other on row one or three, they only interlock every other row. When the wefts travel in the opposite direction the appearance is somewhat different. The two wefts weave toward each other, interlock around...
each other and on row two weave back to the edge. It looks like the wefts are interlocking every row, but if you look closely and compare figure 2 with figure 1a, you will see the difference between weft interlock and double-weft interlock.

**Double Weft Interlock**

To weave double weft interlock, make sure the wefts travel in the same direction. (In figure 2, an * indicates the weft you begin weaving with on each row.) For example, the first row travels to the left, so begin the second row with the weft on the left. When it meets the adjacent weft, lay it over the top of the new weft (forming the interlock), and weave the next weft, continuing across the row if more wefts are involved. On the next row (3), weave the weft you finished the previous row with (in this case the right-most weft) towards the left, making the interlock, and continue across the row. On row 4, start with the left weft. Get the idea? If you always start the new row with the last weft you wove on the previous row the interlock will always happen automatically. You will know you have done it successfully by looking at it because a nubby ridge forms on the top of the woven surface.

Double-weft interlock gives you the smoothest interlock of all the interlocking techniques. When finished, the front side is very smooth and flat because the double interlocks are forced to the surface on the back side which is facing you while you are weaving, and the join where the two colors interlock is the least serrated.

---

**Refinement of Weft Interlock**

If you prefer to weave your tapestries with the right side facing you, as I do, there is a way that you can make single weft interlock look almost as good as double-weft interlock. To refine the weft interlock technique pay close attention to weft direction, and the position of the first warp thread after the interlock. For example, look at figure 3a. The wefts travel in the same direction and on row two the left weft interlocks with the right weft between warps 5 and 6. As the right weft is woven, notice that warp 6 is in the up position because the weft passes under warp 6. This is the kind of thing that you have to watch for. In this illustration, I would say to myself, the first warp (#6) after the interlock is in the up position.

Now look at figure 3b. The first warp (#7) after the interlock (row 2 after the left weft lays on top of the right and the right is woven) happens to be in the down position. This is the reason why your interlocks look different even though you think you are doing the same thing. Every time the shape of the design causes you to move to a different area to interlock the up/down position of the warp after the interlock can change. This happens because you must interlock in a consistent manner, when the wefts travel in the same direction either left-over-right or right-over-left, depending upon the direction of the first row. As a result, if you had long vertical areas where you needed to interlock, and they stepped over only one warp every several inches, you would get a different look each time you moved to another warp.

Do not get discouraged. You can remedy this situation and make the interlocks look the same, but you will have to weave the interlocking technique with the wefts travelling in the opposite direction. Follow the various stages as they develop in figure 4a. In row 1 the wefts weave towards each other. Change the shed and in row 2 decide which weft should be placed on top. I would place weft A over B and weave B first. This places the first warp (#5) after the interlock in the up position. The row is finished by simply weaving weft A to the left. Continue this exact process (interlocking between warp 4 and 5) for the desired number of passes.

When it is time to move the interlocking point one warp to the right, for example, the thought process begins again (figure 4b). The wefts now meet between warp 5 and 6. Before you interlock, tell yourself that you want the first warp up after the interlock. Therefore place B over A to form the interlock and this time weave A first so it goes under warp 5. The result is now consistent with what we did in the previous step, that is, always having the first warp up after the interlock. However, in this case the weaving sequence changed as we had to interlock B over A.
and weave A first, rather than A over B and weaving B first as we did in the previous sequence.

By weaving with the wefts in the opposite direction you have the opportunity to control which way they interlock (left over right, or right over left), and you also can determine which weft is woven first. You cannot do this when the wefts travel in the same direction.

I prefer to have the first warp after the interlock in the up position because my interlocks look better this way. It can, of course, be in the down position. Try it both ways and decide which works most smoothly and best for you. The best way to understand this process is to try it. Next time you have a little extra warp left at the end of a project, try some of these interlocking processes.

Analyzing and understanding this process has been very helpful to me in my tapestry work, and I hope it will be to you as well. It is especially useful when weaving a tapestry in a side-to-side direction where all those horizontal design lines become vertical while weaving and you do not want to use the technique because you would have to sew the sections together later. I used the single weft interlock technique (with the wefts travelling in the opposite direction) and found it to be the perfect technique for all the long straight design lines in the tapestry-ordered, which was woven in a side-to-side direction. The long lines at the base of the mountains and the shore would have been a succession of very long slits that moved only occasionally to the next warp. Slit technique would not only have been difficult to control, it would have weakened the structure of the tapestry at that point.

In Part II, I will tell you how to use these interlocking techniques to create narrow vertical outlines and also describe the process involved when working with more than two interlocking wefts at one time, say 5, 8, or 10, all travelling in the opposite direction at the same time! See you then.
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**Shuttles . . .**

Boat shuttles and hardwood bobbins are just some of the accessories we’ve designed to make your weaving more enjoyable.

Quality, function and value. Practical handweaving yarns, looms and equipment from the company that makes all three.

Ask for our products at fine handweaving stores. For complete information and a yarn sample, send $4.00.

Harrisville Designs  Harrisville, N.H. 03450  603-827-3333
Peruvian Technique for Dimensional Knotting

A Pre-Columbian application for needlenetting

by Monica Bravo

The four-pointed caps belonging to the Huari-Tiahuanaco culture (500–888 A.D.) evolved in the area that today is Peru, Bolivia, Chile and northern Argentina. Their use was apparently ceremonial and religious. These caps have been found in graves together with other funerary objects. They have a variety of designs and colors, but they are all executed with a needle-weaving technique of self-supporting knots, known today as the double interlocking knot.

The technique is very versatile, producing two entirely different fabric faces. The multicolored caps have a tapestry appearance and are made with thin yarns. These produce a linear textural effect, even though the position of the stitches occurs diagonally in the rows. When a thicker yarn is used and one color is maintained throughout an area as in the case of those caps made with one or two colors, the diagonal effect of the stitch can be used to produce different relief patterns.

This knotting technique is common to societies who have used it in the making of fishing nets. What is different here is that the stitches are used close together without leaving any spaces in between, thus creating a fabric appearance.

Fishing nets were made using bone shuttles, the caps with cactus needles. Today we use a tapestry needle with threads no longer than 20”.

The intricacy and richness of these caps reflect the sophistication of a culture that existed 1,385 years ago and with which we are still not wholly familiar. Yet the little we know of these people of the Altiplano lead us to believe they were remarkable beings.
The Double Interlocking Knot

The double interlocking knot appears in all the four-pointed caps I have studied both at the Azapa Museum in Arica, Chile and at the Precolumbian Museum in Santiago, Chile.

This knot is a combination of two loops: Steps I–II and Steps III–IV. The first two steps produce a smooth surface on the right side and a grainy surface on the reverse while the second group of steps produces the opposite effect. It is advisable to alternate these steps to avoid having the fabric roll up.

Step 1
Figure 1. With an 18" long piece of thread knotted at one end and using a tapestry needle, circle the thread around three fingers and make the first loop as shown. Pull tight. The first half of the stitch is completed.

Step 2
Figure 2. The second half of the stitch is made by making the second loop as shown. Pull tight. This stitch has a smooth face.

Step 3
Figure 3. To make the grainy surface loop as indicated. Pull tight and the first half of the stitch is completed.

Step 4
Figure 4. Loop as indicated to complete stitch. Pull tight. At this point you may want to compare the two surfaces of the stitches.

Figure 5. Leaving a small space repeat either Steps 1 and 2 for a smooth effect or Steps 3 and 4 for a grainy one to complete the first row.

Figure 6. For the second row, insert needle on lower loops of first row stitches. Repeat Step 1 for the first half of the stitch and pull up as indicated. You may work left to right (shown here) or right to left. Once you understand the fabric structure you can work on either side.
**Figure 7.** Repeat Step 2 for second half of the stitch and pull down as indicated.

**Figure 8.** Shows completed knot 1 & 2. If Steps 3 and 4 are made, reverse the direction of the pull.

**Figure 9.** To increase, make two knots in the same loop.

**Figure 10.**

a. Appearance of smooth knot (Steps 1 & 2).
b. Appearance of grainy knot (Steps 3 & 4).
c. To make a circle for the top of the hat, start with a small circle and knot around to desired size.

To make a square for the cap, start with a small circle and establish four equidistant spaces where increases will be worked.

**Figure 11.** The beginning of a square top for a four-pointed cap worked in combinations of Steps 1 & 2 and Steps 3 & 4.

This cap is from the private collection of Juana Bancha-Huidobro in Santiago.

**Figure 12.** Straight knots in Steps 3 & 4 (Grainy surface).

**Figure 13.** The reverse side of the former exhibits a smooth surface. Therefore, each face has to be executed in the corresponding knot.

**Figure 14.** Steps 1 & 2 repeated on every row.
Figure 15. The alternation of Steps 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 repeated along the row. When working the second row on the reverse side knot according to the way the steps appear.

Figure 16. Steps 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 worked to form diagonals.

Diagonals are evident on this hat from the San Miguel Azapa Museum.

Note the diamonds on this hat from the San Miguel Azapa Museum.

Figure 17. Steps 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 worked in a diamond pattern.

Figure 18. When different colors are used first complete one area of color and then add the next, meshing the knots according to the pattern.

Fragment in browns, reds and greys from the private collection of Mr. Esponeses.

Pattern diagram for hat shown in lower left on page 17.
EUROPEAN TAPESTRY COLLECTIONS

London’s Victoria & Albert Museum

by Marelyn Downing

THERE IS SOMETHING for everyone in London’s Victoria & Albert Museum. More specifically, there is something for anyone interested in textiles. For the weaver, the rug collector, the knitter, the historian, the textile designer, the lacemaker, needlework specialist, or aficionado of costume and fashion design, there is an array of exemplary historic textiles to study and enjoy.

When the collection is described as exceptional, that accolade is warranted. With 400,000 pieces covering nearly 5,000 years from the third millennium to present-day textiles, the scope of the collection includes every important textile-producing period and culture with surviving artifacts. It is the world’s largest collection. In overall composition and organization, “primitive” textiles are generally excluded, but are included in collections of anthropology museums and holdings such as the Museum of Mankind.

Five museum departments contain holdings of the V. & A.’s vast textile holdings: Circulation, Prints and Drawings, Far Eastern, Indian and in Textiles and Dress (the largest portion). Origins of the collection can be traced to the competitive 1840s when England was challenged by other textile-producing countries. To garner a larger share of the world textile trade, the British needed improved designs. In 1837 the Government School of Design was founded. In 1842 European fabrics of the Middle Ages, as well as 16th and 17th century pieces, were acquired as examples of “good” design for students and manufacturers to study. It was to be a broad based collection for design inspiration and technical research. The motto of the museum, carved in stone over the entrance was: “The Excellence of Every Art Must Conform in the Complete Accomplishment of its Purpose.” The present museum building opened in 1909 with more space to house the expanding textile collections.

Many interesting stories could be told about acquisitions which have built the V. & A.’s extensive collection. In 1857, the museum had just moved to new premises in South Kensington. Knowing that a particular tapestry was very dear to Queen Victoria, Prince Napoleon presented it as a diplomatic gift. Thus the collection acquired a classical Gobelin tapestry depicting Arias and Paetus, with a border of stylized bees added during the reign of Napoleon Bonaparte. More recent acquisitions to the Prints and Drawings section occurred about 1970 when two curators were visiting Warners, one of England’s oldest upholstery fabric manufacturers, in Spitalfield and were invited to look into their “archives.” In a damp, rat-infested cottage the curators found many volumes of Spitalfield silks pattern books left by firms preceding Warners. Volume after volume of pattern books trace and date the evolution of exquisite silk design from 1789 into the twentieth century. These pattern books are now among the ten thousand textile designs on paper which the museum owns. Another recent find, the collection’s finest 18th century woman’s costume was discovered in 1970 in a spare bedroom of a Lord’s home in Inverness. It has been restored with great care and skill by the V. & A.’s Conservation staff. Such holdings prompted the department to change its name in 1978 to Textiles and Dress.

Although I was interested in the costume collection, it was a stronger interest in home furnishing textiles and rugs that first led me to the Victoria & Albert. With only a few hours to spend, I wandered past beautiful embroidery samples, cases of lace that recalled details on historic portraits, brocades and velvets, tapestries depicting ancient legends, displays of Scandinavian and European home textiles and grand carpets. Upon leaving I vowed to allow more time for the next visit. That visit followed correspondence with Textiles Assistant Jennifer Wearden who agreed to open the carpets collection for my study. On an April morning Miss Wearden led me through the Textile halls to a curtained bay. She pulled the curtain aside with a long pole, revealing more curtains wrapped around groups of rugs mounted on huge racks. She then untied the cotton tapes which girdled the covered rugs and asked which groups I would like to see: North African Kilims, Caucasian knotted carpets, Egyptian, Central Asian and Chinese, or European and American. I chose three categories and examined over 240 rugs. From a richly colored Kerman through Wiltons designed by William Morris, to 20th century wool tufted abstractions, the V. & A.’s holdings provide excellent examples of design, style and technique.

No single rug is as well known however as the Ardabil carpet. With merit as a work of art, and as an important historic piece, this large (34' 6" x 17' 6") carpet is dated 1540. It is outstanding in size, fineness of weaving and design. Weavers will appreciate the technical points: The warp is of 2-ply yellow silk, 33 e.p.i. with a weft also of yellow silk and 3 rows woven after each row of knots. The knots of very fine Persian wool are 19 to 1", with a bight of 340 knots to a square inch. This combination enabled the weaver to make a dense and strong fabric and allowed floral detail and curvilinear motifs to roll across the field and border of the carpet. Ten colors are balanced between light and dark, typical of the early classic style of Safavid decoration. For William Morris, the well-known 19th century designer, the Ardabil carpet had "no counterpart; its design was of singularity . . . . ." This opinion from one of their most persuasive art referees helped convince museum authorities to acquire the carpet, now considered one of the outstanding pieces in the V. & A.’s holdings. It is currently shown in a pressurized glass case which makes it more difficult to see, but protects it from damaging pollution.

William Morris, whose printed and woven textile designs of 100 years ago are currently reappearing in both fashion and home furnishing fabrics, must be cited for his tremendous influence on the emerging Textiles Department of the Victoria & Albert. The museum relied on Morris during the 1880s and 1890s as a member of the
first formal committee of art referees, and benefited by his detailed and scholarly reports. He in turn used the collection as a resource for designs. Morris's finely woven silk and wool design of 1885, "Rose and Lily," is based on a 17th century Italian woven silk in the V. & A.'s collection. Several other textile holdings provided inspiration on a favorite theme of flowering and fruit-bearing trees during Morris's last ten years of design work. This was an exemplary case of a mutually beneficial relationship in the growth of this major resource. Considering that the stated purpose of the collection was to elevate the design standards of British industry, William Morris assisted in accomplishing this goal.

Guidebooks will advise that you not miss the four Devonshire Hunting Tapestries, shown in the V. & A.'s Gothic Tapestry Court. Woven about 1440, these were the largest and finest tapestries to have survived the Middle Ages and can be traced to France's tapestry atelier in Tours. Also of interest to the tapestry weaver is a 1472 tapestry depicting the Trojan War and three Belgian tapestries showing the Triumphs of Petrarch, displayed in the Gothic Tapestry Court. English, French and Flemish tapestries of the 17th and 18th centuries are exhibited in halls and other areas of the V. & A. Holdings have grown beyond 200 tapestries, and are placed beyond the museum's walls. Several fine tapestries are displayed at Hang House, a 17th century house well known for its original furniture, decoration, and a large collection of paintings. A room of 18th century Gobelin tapestries with matching upholstery is exhibited at Osterley Park in Isleworth.

Some of the world's most ancient textiles are held by the V. & A., found during systematic excavation by the British and French in 1882 in upper Egypt. In addition to Coptic tapestry fragments dated 6th to 9th century A.D., tapestry ornaments, embroidery, patterned woolens, and garments are held by the museum. Many of these have colors that are remarkably well-preserved, and the range of items provides valuable information on the scope of the design and production of an era.

Surface designers find valuable, varied resources in the extensive holdings of printed fabrics. From the early resist-dyed Coptic fabrics mentioned above, through a large collection of English and French 18th and 19th century pieces to modern screen prints, the examples of process and period are available to study and examine. The V. & A.'s printed textiles by William Morris have been the subject of renewed interest over the last several years. Printed Indian textiles are also a noteworthy holding in the Indian section. A large portion of the 3,000 textiles held in reserve in the Student's Room of the Indian section are accessible to surface designers and researchers by appointment.

Over 300 examples of lace, ranging a variety of eras and locales are displayed in glass cases in the Textile Department. There are actually over 2,800 pieces of lace in the V. & A.'s collection. This is Great Britain's largest holding of lace, with the traditional lacemaking center of Nottingham holding 2,000. Pieces in the V. & A.'s collection include lacis (network) covers from the 16th century, a rich holding of 17th century needlelace, and fine examples of 18th century Brussels bobbin lace. Although the focus of the collection is on "fashion lace," there are also examples of European peasant laces, some from India, South America and the East Indies in addition to fine examples of tatting.

"Opus Anglicum" or Englishwork is a well-known portion of the V. & A.'s textile holdings. This tradition of finely done embroidery and ecclesiastic needlework began in the 15th century. After a rigorous seven year apprenticeship, professionals worked in special London workshops. This disciplined craftsmanship produced such treasures as the V. & A.'s "Syn Coppe," composed of red and green silk threads with gold on a linen ground. Figures stand in linked frames, a motif common to that period. Historians studying the Syn Coppe venture that the designers of such needlework masterpieces may also have been manuscript illuminators of the time. The Syn Coppe is a foundation piece of a very distinguished collection of English embroidery. Needleworkers will find outstanding examples of Elizabethan and 17th century embroidery, and a large collection of about 500 pieces from 17th to 19th century Greek Islands. Very finely embroidered silk costumes from 16th to 19th century Turkey enrich the collection, as well as choice examples of peasant embroidery from the Mediterranean area, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Germany, the Balkans, U.S.S.R. and Scandinavia.

The private museum of the East India Company is the source of the V. & A.'s collection of Indian textiles. Three main categories provide the framework of this portion of textile holdings: court fabrics, home-market fabrics, and export fabrics. Intricately embroidered hangings are among the few court fabrics that have survived. Peasant embroideries, woven and printed lengths of cotton and silk, as well as many silk and gold saris comprise the home-market collection. One of the world's most comprehensive collections of shawls produced in India and sold by 17th and 18th century merchants can be studied in the Indian Textiles section. A fine collection of Kashmir shawls in this department can be compared to the cahemire and paisley shawls produced in competition in England's 19th century mills and workshops. Smaller groups of textiles from Tibet, Afghanistan and Butna, as well as many examples of Javanese batik round out the Indian section's holdings.

About 4,000 Chinese and a smaller collection of Japanese textiles are held in the Far Eastern Section. The Chinese group is divided between woven and embroidered pieces, showing its greatest strength in 17th to 19th century examples. The Han Dynasty, 206 B.C. to 220 A.D., and Tang Dynasty, 618 to 900 A.D. are represented by some choice pieces, as well as some fine medieval silk tapestries from the Ming Dynasty, 1368 to 1644. Greater variety and scope are shown from the Ching Dynasty, 1644 to 1912, including 250 robes as well as velvets, brocades and fine embroideries. From Japan, exemplary Noh priest's robes, woven textiles, silk tapestries and embroideries are included. Ikat and resist-dyed fabrics from rural Japan and a group of 19th century woven silk jacquards hold interest for today's textile specialist and designer.

The Department of Textiles and Dress cannot be reviewed without mention of the Costume Collection. Costume, fashion and accessory textiles provide cross-references to many of the techniques and textile disciplines mentioned here. Early Coptic tunics and medieval woven items are starting points for studying the evolution of costume and dress. A 17th century Venetian knitted silk jacket with silver gilt thread has been described as a technical
Don't always rely on first impressions. When I first saw the San Pedro de Cajas Tapices (tapestries) in a Lima, Peru gallery I dubbed them "picture weavings" and dismissed them as being intended only for the tourist trade. My opinion changed when, several months later, I saw one of these weavings in a Canadian art gallery and was impressed by its simple beauty. I decided then that on my next trip to Peru I would take a closer look at these weavings.

The opportunity came a year later while I was in Huancayo, a city in the Mantaro Valley 186 miles from Lima. Here I met a textile importer from the United States. A salesman arrived at her hotel room with three large bags containing about fifty tapices. The subject matter included typical Peruvian scenes: buildings, traditional costumes, llamas and fiestas. The colors varied from soft and muted to bold and bright. Some of these weavings had beautiful shadings and masterfully portrayed subject matter; others, by comparison were quite crude. My curiosity aroused, I asked my tour guide Luis to take me to San Pedro de Cajas.

San Pedro de Cajas is located between Junin...
and La Oroya about four hours bus ride from Huancayo. The bus left us at an intersection by a sign pointing toward the distant hills. No buildings were in sight, and a little yellow Japanese pickup truck was the only sign of civilization. The driver agreed to give us a ride and we shared his truck with two returning villagers and eight sheep. Thirty minutes later we saw the village of adobe houses with tile roofs nestled in a valley below. Shortly we arrived at the Plaza de Armas, the town center and were soon adopted by a large group of children. When asked about weavers, they led us to the home of nineteen year old Lino Bonito Ocanoa and his wife Hayde Vilchas de Ocanoa.

We passed through an enclosed garden and into the room where they worked. The room was large and poorly lit. A bed occupied the opposite end of the room next to a small window. Design ideas for tapices—a scenic watercolor and picture postcards of Peru—were laid out on the window sill. Each of these had been squared off with string or lines to form a working grid to make an enlarged pattern. This pattern would then be inked onto the warp. Along one wall were ten large plastic bags containing dyed wool.

Natural and aniline dyes had been used. Hayde stood at a worktable and demonstrated how wool is carded and made into rolags. The rolag is stretched out and rolled between a square of burlap nailed to the table and a board covered in felt to make a mechita (rolag tube). These are used as weft in the tapices. A rainbow of these colorful mechitas hung on a line behind the looms ready for weaving. Lino laid the mechitas into the open shed, changing colors where needed according to the pattern on the warp.

Originally the villagers of San Pedro de Cajas wove mantas (carrying cloths) on their floor looms. They also wove the pululaca (called catarama in this area), a small square blanket that is worn under the ayuaruna or large blanket which is worn for warmth. From about 1962 to 1968 San Pedro de Cajas acted as a center for the production of quepecata (baby carriers). The original weavers, the Pucar, Leon and Yunwila families designed and wove these of synthetic material using the popular colors and motifs of the regions where they were to be sold.

The development of the tapices began with the weaving of large blankets. These blankets were woven on floor looms and used very thin mechitas and handspun wool to create geometric designs. Originally there was little difference between the blankets and tapices, but as the better patterns received higher prices, the competition among the weavers to create new figures, patterns and motifs grew. The tapices that eventually evolved are scenic pictures made entirely of mechitas and cotton weft. The only weaving remaining in the tapiz that is similar to the blanket is the beginning and ending known as the orilla.

Upon my return to Lima I met Francisco
Huaynate Pauca. Francisco, a member of a San Pedro de Cajas weaving family, now has his studio in a three story brick and concrete block home in Lima. Here he earns his living as a weaver. His weavings are "paintings in wool," and I was delighted that he took valuable time to teach me this technique.

Francisco and his family live on the first floor of his house. The third floor is used for storing raw fleeces and the drying of those that have been washed. The second floor is his working area. It has a dyeing room with a sink and a kerosene stove. Most of the dyes used are natural. Lichens are collected at San Pedro de Cajas and dried for later use.

In a large teasing and carding area his niece was making rolags. Unlike the Oscanas, Francisco prefers to use a board on his lap which is covered with a piece of carpet. He uses his hands to roll, stretch and twist the wool rolag into a mecha. The mecha is rubbed between a carpet piece and a second board to tighten its fibers and give a consistent diameter of about three-eights of an inch.

Four massive floor looms from San Pedro de Cajas stood in the weaving area, each with cotton warps 500 to 1000 yards long that are purchased from a factory already made up. Francisco dyes the warp chains pale pink, which he feels blends over all of the mecha colors. It takes two to three days to dye the warp in sections using natural dyes with salt as a mordant, and the looms are warped at 15 ends per inch. Patterns for the tapices, inspired by Francisco's surroundings and experiences, are inked onto the warp prior to commencing the weaving.

The tapices are begun with a heading of 13 to 15 shots of handspun wool. The mechas are torn into segments as needed and laid into the open shed working from one selvedge to the other according to the pattern. To keep the wool smooth in the shed, they are beaten down with a nail or bicycle spoke. Two shots of cotton web, slightly finer than the warp, are then woven in followed by another row of mecha pattern. Francisco, like many weavers, includes his initials in his tapices to identify his work. When the total picture is completed, 13 to 15 shots of handspun wool are woven as an ending. The handspun areas (otilla) are hemmed when the tapiz is removed from the loom. It takes two to three days to weave a square yard.

I bought two of Francisco's "paintings in wool" as well as a watercolor drawing used for the pattern. These have become an inspiration for me as I adopt the San Pedro de Cajas Tapiz technique for my own loom. I am fascinated with the idea of weaving a "picture" without the use of time-consuming, traditional tapestry techniques. As I perfect my own weaving, I am gaining an even greater appreciation for the beauty of the finely woven San Pedro de Cajas Tapices made by these Peruvian artisans.
The Weekend Weaver

A creamy yellow color plays the dominant role in the design of this little rag rug woven from cotton sheets dried in gentle pastels. The color in this two-shuttle weave change places on the back side of the rug.
Two Block Rug in Boundweave

The Weekend Weaver explores the three-end, two-tie unit weave in a variety of designs and weft materials

by Phyllis Waggoner

One of the principal rewards to be gained from weaving is all the wonderful products of the loom that we use and enjoy in our home. Handwoven area rugs and floor runners are a special interest of mine—at least one rug adorns nearly every room in my house. I derive much pleasure from stepping out of the shower onto my corduroy rug (see The Weaver's Journal, Vol. XI, No. 2, Issue 42 (F86), p. 42), or standing at the kitchen sink or another rug rug, or welcoming guests into my home as they step onto a large boundweave rug in the foyer. It's not only a pleasure to know that I've produced these objects with my own hands but also to observe how well they endure daily use and visually fit into the environment. They challenge me to improve my rug weaving and designing skills and provide me with an endless list of ideas for new pieces. So put on your "Weekend Weaver" hat and weave a rug or two for your home in this two-block unit weave.

This three-end unit weave produces a sturdy, supple rug that is reversible, although the colors change places in the design on the backside. It is woven with two shuttles which enter from opposite sides of the rug. When begun in this way, the wefts catch tidily at the selvedges without the assistance of a floating selvedge.

This is basically a two-color weave with the two blocks each carrying floats of color. Both blocks can be woven in the same color but this must still be done with two shuttles so that the selvedges catch properly. The blocks can be treadled together so that a different color weaves on the face and on the back of the rug. More than two colors/shuttles can be used to make stripes in the blocks but then a floating selvedge must be added to insure that the wefts weave neatly at the selvedge.

The units in unit weaves are small groups of warps that interact together causing the weft to float on the face or on the back of the textile. The warps in each unit are alternately threaded on tie-down shafts, common to all the units in the weave, and a pattern shaft which determines the different blocks of the weave, thus A block, B block, etc.

The threading draft for unit weaves can be notated in a simplified form called a profile or a short draft which is diagrammed on graph paper. A square represents one threading unit and each adjacent horizontal row is allotted to a different
Materials

Warp: 8/5 linen rug warp from Halcyon. For two 2' x 4' rugs, plus loom waste and warp finish, use two tubes (260 yards/250 gr tube).

Warp Length: 13'
Sett: 4 e.p.i.
Width in reed: 27''
Reed: 4 dent, 1 end per dent or 8 dent, 1 end every other dent. First and last two selvedge warps are doubled, sleyed together in a 4 dent reed, or sleyed side-by-side in an 8 dent reed.

Weft: Allow \( \frac{1}{2} \) to \( \frac{1}{4} \) lb of weft material per square foot of rug.

Weft 1: Rag weft, 3 to 4 lbs of \( \frac{3}{4} '' \) rag strips.

Weft 2: Berber type, heavy wool singles, such as Yorkshire Tweed from Halcyon. 160 yards/lb.

Weft 2: 3-ply rug wool, used two fold in the shuttle. 470 yards/lb.

3. Create a "frame" around a central field. Weave the two blocks with one color until the A block is squared, then introduce a second color in the B block. Weave desired length and finish. This format would lend itself nicely to the use of space-dyed weft in the B block.

Preparing the Warp

The 8/5 linen warp yarn is set at 4 e.p.i. The first and last two warp ends are doubled and sleyed together in one dent of a 4-dent reed. If an 8 dent reed is used, then enter the warp in every other dent and sley the last two doubled ends in adjacent dents.

The warp is relatively simple to prepare and by winding it four ends at once, the procedure takes very little time. Wind the warp in two sections so that its tension is more evenly distributed during beamng. If you choose not to wind the warp in two sections or forget to do so, I would encourage you to at least divide the warp in half and hold it in two hands or wrap it around the breast beam in two parts while it is being beamed. The more perpendicular the warp is to the warp beam, the less slack will occur at the selvedge.

Profile Drawdown

Designing the size and arrangement of the two blocks can be worked out on a rectangular format that is sketched out beneath the 36 unit width of the profile draft. This is called a profile draft drawdown. There are few rules governing block weaves. Once the warp is entered the width of the blocks is fixed for their duration (shaft-switching eliminates this restriction, see The Weaver's Journal, #17, 20, 22, 32), although the length of the blocks can be varied. The two blocks can be combined by weaving them in the same color thus creating a single "block" spanning the width of the rug. The two blocks can be alternated any number of times across the design, but of course all the A blocks will carry the same color and weave simultaneously when that block is treadled, likewise for the B block.

The block arrangement for this rug is simply 9 repeats of A block (2,3,1), 18 repeats of B block (2,4,1) and ending with 9 repeats of the A block (2,3,1). This draft yields a wide central block flanked by a narrower block at each selvedge. Its drawdown possibilities are endless. A few of these drawdowns are:

1. "Square the blocks." Beginning at the right, weave each block as long as it is wide, then reverse. This will produce a rug 1 1/4 times as long as it is wide.
2. Square the A block and elongate the B block, ending with the squared A block.

Threading and Tie-up

Each of the two blocks are threaded on three shafts, 1, 2, 3, 1 (A block) or 2, 4, 1 (B block). One shaft, 3 or 4, functions as the pattern shaft causing the weft to float on the surface or on the back of the rug. The remaining two shafts, 1 and 2, control the tie down warps. I appreciate this weave because the weft only floats over two warp ends at a time which makes the rug quite solid and snug resistant even with a relatively open warp sett.

To weave color D (dark) in the A block and color L (light) in the B block, the treadles for a rising shed loom are tied 1 & 2, 3 & 4, 2 & 3, 2 & 4. They are tromped roundweave fashion, i.e. the treadling sequence is repeated over and over. The two shuttle colors D and L are thrown L,D,L,D, repeat. Note that when shafts 1 & 3 are raised and color L is laid in the shed it passes under all the warps threaded on those two shafts and over the warps on shafts 1 & 4. Thus color L will appear in the 2,4,1 block on the face of the rug and in the 2,3,1 block on the backside. To switch colors, weaving L in the A block and D in the B block, complete the 4 treadle sequence, ending with D and then throw D again on treadle 1 & 2. Then follow D,L,D,L. To complete the sequence. Repeat for length of design.

A solid color can be woven across the face of the rug and another color on the back if additional treadles are tied 2,3,4; 2, 1, 3, 4; 2. When the color sequence in D,L,D,L,D appears on the back, I will show on the face.
At the beginning and end of this wool rug, the A and B blocks were woven in the same color using two shuttles. Small strips in a contrasting color were repeated at measured intervals along the sides of the rug to emphasize its length and create interest.

The color location change on the backside of this rug places the contrasting stripes along the center field.

Profile Draft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block B</th>
<th>Block A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

{x=18 y=9}

Risking Shed

repeat

repeat

face back

face back
Twined Heading

Tie the warp on by the lashing method. This is a good way to fine-tune the tension. Spread the warp by weaving four shots of filler weft on a pair of opposite treadles (no tabby possible with this weave). Beat the weft in only after the last pick has been entered and the shed changed.

Set a temple in the filler yarn to prevent drawing-in the warp during the next step. Two rows of twining make a good weft protector. Prepare doubled warp yarns six times the width of the rug. Fold them in half and attach with a larkshead knot to the first warp end on the left. Wind the ends in butterflies or on small yarn bobbins. Alternate the ends, moving to the right, under the warp, over the waiting end. Say to yourself "Under, Out, Over," etc. Return to the left for a second row of twining, then loosely crochet excess to keep it out of the way. The ends will be finished with a four-strand braid after the rug is cut from the loom.

Weaving

Weaving this rug becomes quite mechanical and proceeds quickly. Take the time at the beginning to establish some good habits. The rug is begun by entering the two shuttles from opposite selvedges. Always place the shuttle that weaves floats in the block at the selvedge closest to the fell of the rug and the other behind it. When a weft shot is thrown take time to smooth the weft around the selvedge warps, tucking it in; then arc it up about six inches in the center and bring it down at the other selvedge. Change sheds, but don't beat now. Throw the other shuttle, arrange the weft as noted above, change sheds and then beat. This procedure insures that the two wefts for front and back sides slide over and under one another in the proper blocks. While you are being careful to lay the weft in the shed properly, also watch for drawing in of the selvedge warps. This vigil eliminates the need to use the temple.

Practical Notes

Some weft yarns that are compatible with the 8/5 linen warp and 4 e.p.i. sett are: 3-ply wool yarn, two fold in the shuttle; berber singles; 5/8" wide rug strips. In choosing a weft, allow between 1/2 to 2 lb. of weft per one square foot of rug.

I usually dress my loom with enough warp for two rugs just so that the loom waste is not so great. A note of caution: The pattern warps in this unit weave do not weave as often as the tie-down warps, so with too lengthy a warp the pattern warp's tension will grow slack relative to the other warp ends. Consequently do not prepare a warp longer that two rugs worth.

I have prepared the beater on my loom so that a weight can be added for easier beating when weaving rugs. I drilled two holes in the bottom part of the beater under the reed and drilled corresponding holes in a piece of angle iron. This was easily bolted into place on the beater. Two cap nuts protect anything from being caught by the threaded end of the bolts.

Finishing

When the rug is completed, make two rows of twining as you did at the beginning. This time, start at the right selvedge so that the braided ends will occur at opposite corners.

Weave in a few shots of scrap yarn to hold the twining in place before cutting the rug from the loom. Lay the rug on the floor for a day or two to allow it to "relax". The twining performs as weft protector and now the warp protector must be applied. Place a heavy weight on the rug while working the half-damascus knots. With the side of the rug that normally won't be seen face up, begin working at the selvedge opposite the twining thurms. Grasp a group of warps in one hand and hold them taut. With the thumb and index fingers of the other hand roll the first warp over and under the adjacent warp end and draw it up between the two. Work in this manner across the rug, "over, under, up". Don't knot the two doubled warps near the twining thurms, but instead braid these ends with the twining thurms into a four-strand braid. Next, draw the warps two at a time back into the rug parallel with the warp with a yarn needle. Stagger their length so the ends do not form a ridge when they are cut off. Before cutting the warp ends, grasp the edge of the rug at one end and pull each warp end tightly to firm up the half-damascus knot.

Block the rug by laying it face down on a terry cloth covered board or carpet. Square the corners and straighten the sides, fixing them securely with T-pins. Steam press the rug and allow to dry in place.
Cutting Rag Strips

The following instructions are for cutting fabric yardage into continuous rag strips using a rotary cutter and cutting board. Scissors can be used instead, according to your preference. A cutting board is useful as a guide for cutting the strips all the same width.

1. Open or remove all hems and wash new goods.
2. Remove the selvages.
3. The most manageable width for fabric is about \( \frac{3}{4} \) yd. Tear your goods in a warpwise direction into pieces this size.
4. Fold the fabric in half, then bring the two non-selvage ends together. Fold again, but not quite in half by bringing the folded end to within 2" of the two open ends.
5. Place the folded goods on the cutting board with the open ends farthest away from you. Position the straightedge on the folded fabric parallel with the selvages, leaving \( \frac{3}{4} \)" of fabric exposed on the right.
6. Using the straightedge as a guide, begin cutting the strips by placing the cutting tool 1¼" down from the open edges of the fabric and drawing it toward yourself with a firm, swift stroke. The cutting tool works best when drawn toward you, so be careful. Move the straightedge to the left ¾" and make the next cut. Continue cutting in this manner across the fabric. Soon you will develop skill and confidence and the cutting will proceed quickly.
7. After the folded fabric has been cut into strips, the strips must be separated at their joined ends to become one continuous strip. Proceed cautiously with this step or you could end up with many short strips rather than one long strip. Start with the top layer: Cut through to the first cut, then skip a cut and cut through to the third cut. Continue across the top layer of the joined strips, cutting through to separate every other cut. Now fold the top layer of separated strips back and begin separating the lower layer. Start at the same side, but on this layer do not cut through to the first cut, rather, skip one cut and cut through to the second cut. Continue cutting across this layer of joined strips, cutting through to every other cut.
8. The "return" ends of the strip should be trimmed so that they are more rounded. This can be done as the continuous strip is wound into a ball or onto a shuttle or during the weaving.

Salem Rule & Cutter. The kit, available from The Craftsman's Touch in Bemidji, Minnesota, contains a 6" × 24" clear acrylic ruler, a rotary cutter with a safety cover, and an 18" × 24" cutting board that is marked with a 1" grid. Also in the kit are large push pins and a bias tape folding guide. $37.50 including postage.
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The American Tapestry Alliance
by Beth Rolingson

TAPESTRY WEAVERS today find themselves in a unique position, working in a craft both ancient and modern. In a time when fiber art has left its two-dimensional plane to become sculpture and collage, the technique these weavers use is over three thousand years old and remains narrowly defined. "Tapestry is a flat-faced weave in which the colored weft does not run from selvedge to selvedge but crosses the warp only within the area of the intended pattern.

In July, 1986, the American Tapestry Alliance mounted the first major exhibition of tapestries woven in North America. That exhibition, "Panorama of Tapestry: A Tribute to Jean Lurgat," was installed at the University of Toronto, Canada, in conjunction with Convergence '86, the biennial conference of the Handweaver's Guild of America. The juried competition represented the best work currently being done in tapestry in the United States and Canada.

Although fragments of tapestries have been discovered in Egypt from 1449 B.C., the Black Sea region from 400 B.C., Peru from 250 A.D., and China from 700 A.D., modern tapestry is generally recognized as having its roots in European tapestry tradition. It reached its peak in France during the middle ages when the great workshops and manufactories were established at Arras, Aubusson and Gobelins. The tapestries were usually mythic or historic in theme, dominated by the human figure on a ground of verdure—greenery—or mille fleurs, a population of many stylized flowers. Yet, by the nineteenth century the tapestries created in France were merely fabric copies of paintings. The Pre-Raphaelites in England in the late nineteenth century, and Jean Lurgat in France in the early twentieth century, revolutionized the medium by reintroducing medieval techniques: a limited range of colors, heavier warp and weft, designs of "monumental scale and theme," and most im-

portant, designs that made use of the nature of the weave.

Rather than using intermediate tones to produce shades and transitions in shaping figures, Luycat uses a mosaic of pure colors. On the ground color of a shape he sets a stippling, or hachure of another color. This creates an optical illusion of form which has great vigor yet is highly stylized. The high relief and decorative use of color gives the look of a woven woodcut rendered in Persia and definitely not a painting."

This resulted in a new medium for the expression of modern art. Picasso designed tapestry as did Calder, Klee and Ernst. Chagall continued to design tapestries until his death in 1985. The subject matter of contemporary tapestry has become more personal and the style as varied as the individual designers, ranging from photorealism to abstract. The work exhibited in Toronto, and being produced throughout the western world today, is a new and vital art form. The themes and consciousness of modern civilization are being recorded in a timeless medium.

**Tapestry Network**

The American Tapestry Alliance was formally founded in 1982 to provide a network for weavers producing two-dimensional tapestry. Its inception however, was several years earlier, in 1976, when Jim Brown and Hal Painter, to celebrate the nation’s Bicentennial, traversed the country like the itinerant weavers of old. Instead of weaving linens, they gave tapestry weaving workshops. It was because of that experience that they realized there was a need for a support group for tapestry weavers. Jim Brown and Hal Painter had co-directed the Oregon Summer Workshops for eleven years as well as mounting and judging two National Wool Showcases. They set the organizational wheels in motion and after many months of making personal contacts, writing letters and advertising, the American Tapestry Alliance was formed.

Jim Brown became the director and Hal Painter one of the original two board members. The other member of the board was Ruth Scheuer. Ruth Scheuer had been involved in the creation of the San Francisco Tapestry Workshop in 1976. She went on to study in Paris at the Manufacture Royale des Gobelins and then returned to New York City to establish the Scheuer Tapestry Studio, which employs a staff of trained and apprentice weavers.

Besides providing a network for tapestry weavers, the original goal of the Alliance was to promote and facilitate the sale of tapestry. To accomplish this, contacts had to be made among corporate and private collectors, architects and interior designers, and an educational campaign was begun to create a public awareness of this craft. A slide archive was indispensable, not only in the preparation of a brochure to be presented to the American Institute of Architects and the American Interior Designers, but also for presentations Jim Brown was to make to the committee on visual arts for the 1984 Louisiana World Exposition. Communications with the Exposition committee continued over several months and, although plans to weave a tapestry on site during the fair eventually fell through, plans for ATA’s first open competition moved forward, borrowing for its theme the theme of the World’s Fair, “Waters of the World.” This competition increased ATA’s visibility in the art world and attracted many new members.

---

"Daughters of the Earth," by M. Nezhnie. 81" × 54".

Beverly Godfrey of the Scheuer Tapestry Studio weaving "Hearing" (in progress).

---

[Image of "Daughters of the Earth," by M. Nezhnie.]

---

[Image of Beverly Godfrey weaving "Hearing" (in progress).]
Events

Because membership is concentrated on the west coast, the three major educational events so far have been produced in California and Oregon. In May of 1983, ATA sponsored a symposium entitled "Presentations" in San Francisco. With a grant from patron H. D. Ellis, the American Tapestry Alliance was able to install an exhibition of contemporary French tapestry in San Diego in May of 1983. This exhibition, which included work by Lurçat, Picasso, Calder and Vasarely, was well received by the general public. In October, 1986, ATA and the Weaving Guild of Oregon co-sponsored a lecture by renowned British tapestry artist, Marja Rogoyska, at the Oregon Art Institute in Portland.

The American Tapestry Alliance set up an educational exhibit at Convergence '84 in Dallas, Texas. It was at that conference that the American Tapestry Alliance held its first biannual meeting of the membership and added Nancy Harvey to the board. Nancy Harvey is a tapestry weaver and author who has published numerous articles as well as two books and instructional video tapes on tapestry weaving. At the meeting a proposal was made that ATA mount an exhibition for Convergence '86 in Toronto. For the next two years director Jim Brown worked diligently locating a site, developing the theme and criteria, finding jurors, a printer, funding for a catalogue, working out insurance problems and the myriad details involved in producing an international exhibition.

At the second biannual meeting of the membership, in Toronto, July, 1986, Muriel Nezhnic was elected to fill the fourth position on the board. A tapestry weaver for thirty years, she trained in Germany after a chance viewing of contemporary tapestry in Paris in 1956. She is most famous for her tapestries depicting victims of the Holocaust.

With all positions on the board filled, the organizational structure is complete. The members of ATA can now focus their energy on specific projects to further the goals of the organization. A directory of schools which feature tapestry training is being compiled. The newsletter is now accepting advertising allowing it to enlarge its scope with more technical and informational articles. More contacts must be established with corporate and private art collectors.

Meanwhile, the organization continues to grow in numbers and Tapestry Topics, the quarterly newsletter of the Alliance, attempts to provide a networking system. A regular column announces exhibitions of members' work and the newsletter provides a forum for members with questions and advice. Several source files have been compiled: a speakers directory, a list of galleries that show tapestries, a contracts file with samples of the legal contracts some professional weavers have used, generously donated for the assistance of the new businessperson formulating his own contract, and a materials and equipment source file. The slide archives, besides providing examples of members' work for presentations by ATA, provides a personal record for the weaver, useful for insurance purposes and historical perspective.

A committee is already at work on plans for a second major exhibition. Entitled "World Tapestry Today," this exhibition will be a collaboration between ATA and the Victorian Tapestry Workshop in Australia. It promises to be the largest international assemblage of tapestries in this century. Work is being solicited from every country. The panel of jurors includes members from England, Canada, France, and Australia. The exhibition will open in Melbourne, Australia in May 1988 in conjunction with Australia's Bicentennial. In July 1988 it will travel to Chicago to be featured in the Handweaver's Guild of America's "Convergence '88."

In the five years of its existence, the American Tapestry Alliance has established and strengthened its identity. Within five more years it will have a definite role in reporting and promoting the image of contemporary tapestry weaving in America.

References
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MEETINGS & GATHERINGS

Artwear/ACE Expo

Spring 1987 brought three important fiber events to Minnesota: American Craft Enterprises for the first time brought its regional Craft Expo to St. Paul; The Textile Council of the Minneapolis Institute of Arts sponsored "Artwear '87"; and Zandra Rhodes, noted British textile and fashion designer brought her avant garde designs to Minneapolis.

The ACE Craft Expo generated great excitement in the Midwestern craft community and was enthusiastically publicized by local media. The first two days of the Expo, April 8 and 9, were open to trade only; over 18,000 members of the public came to view the work of 313 outstanding artists including 90 fiber artists April 10 through 12.

Members of the Textile Council began planning for "Artwear '87" one and a half years ago. The three-day event, April 8-11, was scheduled to coincide with the ACC Craft Expo. One component of Artwear '87 was "Artwear On Stage." This juried and invitational runway fashion show of wearable art was held twice, on the afternoon and evening on April 8, 1987. Sixty-five artists and 120 pieces were included in the show. Fiber artists including weavers Joan Renne (see article elsewhere in this issue), Judith Bird, Arlene Wohl, Joan Hanson and Sabine Miner were chosen on the basis of a body of work rather than for one garment. This allowed these artists to create something entirely new for inclusion in "On Stage."

British textile artist and fashion designer Zandra Rhodes was specially invited to bring her fanciful garments to "Artwear On Stage." In her sold-out lecture on April 10, she brought her designs to life and captivated her audience, leaving a lasting impression on all who came in contact with her. Her book, The Art of Zandra Rhodes (Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, 1985) traces her beginning years in design up to 1982. The book is profusely illustrated in color with her sketches and fabric and clothing designs. The text captures her exciting blend of life with art.

The series of "Artwear '87" events concluded with "Wearable Dialogues," a day-long series of panel seminars, at the Minneapolis Institute of Arts, each focusing on a different aspect of artwear: aesthetics, techniques, care and display and collecting.

A slide set of the pieces included in "Artwear On Stage" is available for rent. Programs for the runway event can be purchased for $5.00. For details contact: The Textile Council, Minneapolis Institute of Arts, 2400 Third Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55404.


Victor Jacoby: Rich Colors & Bold Designs

Recently Kathy Kahn, weaving enthusiast and longtime friend of fiber artist Victor Jacoby visited him at his Eureka, California home and asked him about his design inspiration and working techniques. Jacoby's tapestries were featured in the Tapestry exhibit at Convergence '86 in Toronto. His works can be found in private collections and public spaces throughout the United States.

by Kathy Kahn with Susan Larson-Fleming

VICTOR JACOBY was born in Milwaukee, Wisconsin in 1944 but gradually gravitated to the West Coast. He has been a professional weaver since 1977, when he quit his part-time job which supplemented his weaving. In 1971 he studied weaving at Humboldt State University in Arcata, California, eventually progressing to spinning and dyeing. While there, he developed an interest in rug weaving and became particularly interested in the tapestry elements in rugs.

In 1980 he studied at the San Francisco Tapestry Workshop. Since 1977 many of his tapestries have included double weave (double cloth with tapestry).

Inspiration. Jacoby is known for his flower tapestries but flowers are not necessarily the basis for the inspiration. "I could be working with the design element or the colors; I see the object and think how that would work with other ideas. I like to feel that what I'm doing is natural to tapestry in that what I end up with doesn't look like it should have been a painting. At the same time I am interested in doing representational..."
tapestry and working on that aspect, hence the flowers. I saw flowers and realized they would work well into some of my current ideas on design and color. I sketch from nature, viewing them in a landscape. I almost never use photographs.

Tools. Jacoby works with several looms, both low warp looms (regular floor looms) and large upright looms. "A lot of floor looms aren't strong enough for tapestry. Although I prefer low warp looms, the best loom I have right now is an upright tapestry loom designed by John Shannock who only designs high warp looms. I only use foot treadle looms for speed. I use all kinds of yarn. For warp I prefer a 9/12 or 12/12 cotton like fistgarn. I almost never dye my own yarn. I decide on colors when I'm ready to begin weaving.

He uses wooden bobbins, handmade by John Shannock, for the tapestry wefts. These "Aubusson" bobbins have knobs rather than points on the ends, and the hole in the middle is very small. Jacoby sometimes uses butterflies, particularly when weaving at the upright loom. If the piece involves many colors, switching butterflies is much easier because they do not drop too far from the weaver.

Weaving. Because his training with the San Francisco Workshop was basically in the French Aubusson style, Jacoby usually weaves with the back side of the piece facing him. He doesn't use a full-scale cartoon, using instead a small black and white sketch, graphed into squares that equal 6". Key points are marked on the warp. He makes use of such techniques as hatching, plain weave, hachure, double weft interlock, slits, and dots.

Jacoby combines double weave with tapestry. He added double weave to get a raised dimension. This results in a surface which is neither completely flat nor heavily textured. For a piece with borders and squares inside, the threading for the border is 1,1, 2, 2. The double weave areas are threaded at 1, 2, 3, 4. When 1, 3, 4 or 2, 3, 4 are treadled double weave is produced. Combining these weaves produces a solid piece of cloth on the back with sections floating on top. The tapestry appears on the top, sometimes on the top and bottom. Back and front designs may be related.

Jacoby also makes use of the crappaud in his work. A crappaud is a thin line of weft used at less than a 45° angle. It produces an oblique line which may be used to outline, follow a shape, smooth out a line or standardize sheds in a shape that has many colors.
Jacoby uses a half-Damascas Edge to finish the warp ends at each side. When the row of knotting is completed, all the warps face up towards the weaving and are sewn in. Then the piece is blocked. The heading on the edges is folded over and a thin, flat metal piece such as a straight-edge is placed inside the heading when it is pressed down to prevent an indentation on the front of the weaving during pressing. The metal edge is then removed and warp ends are trimmed to the point where the heading fold occurs. All sewn-in ends are now inside the heading which is then sewn down.

The piece is then backed using pima cloth, 100% cotton fabric which is pre-washed. Because of its sheen the pima cloth does not attract dust so readily. A line of stitches is worked by hand across the top of the piece about ½" below the top of the tapestry, which is ¼" below the
top of the backing. Stitches are taken through the backing, into the weaving and around the warp threads. This stitching does not show on the front side. A line of zig-zag stitches (2½ inches high) is sewn below the top line to distribute the weight of the piece across the backing. Other edges are sewn down. A ¼" flap is left at the top of the backing. A mounting board approximately 1½" × ½" is cut slightly shorter than the width of the piece and stapled to this flap edge. Screw eyes are placed at the top of the board. This board is only in contact with the backing, not the piece. The board is treated with polyurethane if the client requires it.

Present and Future. Victor Jacoby is concentrating on finishing commissions and planning for a September 1987 show at The Art Center in Eureka, California and a future show at the College of the Redwoods, also in Eureka. In addition to floral motifs Jacoby is exploring the design potential of trees, as well as the use of stripes. “I will stay in tapestry but may combine it with other techniques such as ikat, painted warp, very slight textural things. I like moving from small to big pieces because it allows me to play with lots of ideas. I’ve done around 300 tapestries in the last 10 years.”
Dream Weaver

Joan Renne creates breathtaking wearable art

Joan Renne was one of the sixty-five creators of wearable art included in "Artwear on Stage," a juried and invitational runway show of wearable art at The Minneapolis Institute of Arts, April 8, 1987. Born and raised in Montana, she has some special early recollections of weaving.

"A close friend of my mother's while I was growing up was an exciting woman, Harriet Douglass Tebbel. She was the weaver at the old mining town of Virginia City where the clang-banging of her mechanized loom was heard up and down the main street for a few years. I'll never forget the experience of hearing that loom and seeing the reams of cloth which seemed magically to emerge from it. I felt a great admiration for Harriet and when she suggested I go to Oberlin College as she had done, I was more than willing."

Joan learned to weave during the time when she studied music at Oberlin, but she did not yet own a loom. "In 1968 while I was living in Berkeley, California, the local craft shop offered a course in backstrap weaving. They taught me how to make a loom for very little money. At last I had a loom! The technique I began using there is still basic to my weaving now. It consisted of manipulating the threads with the fingers. There were no hard and fast rules about the amount or kind of yarn one could put in, on and around the warp. I began making rugs, wall hangings and tapestries."

The early 1970s found Joan living in Indiana where weavers were plentiful. "I wisely decided to take some lessons from an 82 year old woman named Lillian Robbins who had learned to weave from the travelling weavers who had come in covered wagons to her family's homestead to weave everything that was needed. Under her experienced eye, I began to weave all the colonial designs. But I didn't enjoy it as much as the free forms I had made up on my backstrap looms. I even bought a 16 harness Macomber and wove my first, last and only coverlet. Sure enough, there in the second block is the mistake I repeated throughout the whole coverlet. But I kept at it thinking I needed to improve my selvedges and someday I would be able to design my very own coverlet and achieve the perfection inherent in the colonial woven image. I was at the same time in a performing classical string quartet and that discipline carried over into my weaving."

In 1980, the Museum of Art in Indianapolis asked weavers and artists to join a wearable art show to be held in 1981. Joan had decided by this time that she was a tapestry weaver and had even taken a Gobelin tapestry course in the south of France to prove it. "I started thinking about how one could put a tapestry on the body, how to make a tapestry wearable. I searched in the depth of my closets for pieces of tapestry to use and I began to experiment during the next year."

Her biggest problem in making tapestry garments was how to find the right "hand" for the fabric, so it was drapable. She also ex-
Amethyst Dreams

I wasn't entirely satisfied, especially with the amount of time it had taken to make these garments. I had long been intrigued by the Bog jacket and began to experiment with weaving tubes. I thought that this technique might minimize the time factor. I began by making the bottom layer of the tube in tubby weave of variegated mohair. My sett was 15 e.p.i., which when I wove it in double weave came out to 7 e.p.i. When I had woven about ten inches of the bottom or background, I began the top layer in tapestry weave. When the tapestried part caught up to the bottom weaving, I advanced the warp and wove more of the bottom layer. I proceeded this way until I had enough for a garment.

I began then to dream of creating a garment completely covered with tapestry. I also wanted to make garments with more drape and fluidity. I decided I could make a wrap coat with tapestry going all the way around it. I needed about 60 inches of width woven in order to have the hood flow out of the body of the coat. This meant I had to weave a back continuous with the front.

Joan had to solve several technical problems.
Rose of Sharon

"The tapestry was all down the front, or the back. They were basically straight, although I did vary the pattern somewhat when I made the bubble dress. I usually made a border to each side of the tapestry to give latitude to the dressmaker in sizing to fit a particular body."

in order to perfect her tapestry technique. First of all, the loom had to have a wide enough shed to allow the top and bottom layers to be completely independent of each other.

The second problem was how to keep the weft yarns in order. "I use a great many different colors, shades and textures of yarns which can get into a horrendous tangle, fall off the loom and generally create havoc especially when I am weaving the top layer." She designed a long slender box to fit on top of the reed, where she can sort the weft yarns while weaving the top layer. "I place them carefully in the box in the same order in which I was weaving with them. When I am ready to weave with them again they are all near and orderly and ready to go!"

The third problem she had to solve in using this technique was how to keep the work on the bottom layer just enough wider than the top so that there was something against which to work the top layer. "If certain areas build up too quickly and get too close to the reed for comfort, then
others have to catch up and the tapestry may get out of balance, or I won’t have enough room left in front of the reed in which to manipulate the bobbins.

“I have now perfected my weaving technique. I call it finger weaving. I use my fingers to make additional sheds in the two layers I am working. I can use as many or as few bobbins as I choose. The weaving does not go from selvedge to selvedge. I build up a small or large area as I wish with a thick or a thin, a shiny or a dull yarn. Then I add another contiguous weft in the same shed or the opposite and let it do whatever it wants. I beat the area with my light wooden comb until I get it to shape or I shape it with another yarn. A fluffy yarn can be shaped nicely by a firmer yarn. The shapes which result can be round, square, lean, flame shaped, thick, thin, or anything I wish. It is always magic to see what the yarns will do. Once I have selected the yarns I want to use with a specific warp, the tapestry takes on a life of its own and moves with a rhythm influenced by its own inherent idiosyncrasies, according to its textural and coloristic properties. I always seem to achieve an organic rhythmic flow of colors and textures, which reminds me of my music.

Joan’s musical training and artistry are apparent in her weaving. “I always weave with music playing in the background. Very often I choose the right music for the piece on which I am working. Hence the names ‘Rhapsody in

Bird of Paradise

“I tried different warp and weft weights. Carpet warp sett at e.p.i. was not good, although I could brush the mohair weft enough to cover the warp—almost. Finally I found some 1-ply silk noil and sett it at 12 e.p.i.”

Queen Anne’s Lace

Below: “I made all manner of tubes: long, short, jackets, dolman sleeved tops, long dresses and short dresses.”

Blues,” or ‘Madame Butterfly,’ I think of my tapestries as my musical ideas made manifest.

“I am convinced that making continuous tapestry is less time consuming. Perhaps it only seems so since I am making two layers at once as it were. I can also make a perfect repeat of a previous idea with this method. I also think it gives me more latitude in what sort of a garment I can weave. It has given rise to my latest decision to create Body Drapery, thereby dispensing with the need for cutting, sewing and fitting, anathema to the tapestry weaver.”
The Ramah Navajo Weavers
Old Traditions/New Traditions

by Patricia D’Andrea

"WE WEAVE—expressing the beauty and order of life, we pray, we sing for our own survival and for the survival of this land and people."

So reads part of the statement given by the Ramah Navajo Weavers Association at the Washington, D.C. ceremony during which they presented a traditional Chief Blanket woven to commemorate the Centennial of the Statue of Liberty last summer.

It is a long way from the Ramah Navajo Reservation in west central New Mexico to the Statue of Liberty in New York Harbor. One here at Pine Hill, the center of the reservation, it is possible to believe that one is "in the middle of nowhere." But that impression lasts only a moment, because there is an energetic spirit here which captures you very soon after you arrive. The middle of nowhere is a busy place.

The Ramah Navajo Reservation, located about 150 miles southwest of Albuquerque in the piñon-juniper covered hills of west central New Mexico, is a rural Indian community of about 2,500 members who live scattered over a 1,000-square mile area adjacent to the Zuni Indian Reservation. The region is notable for its scenic beauty—sheet rock monoliths rise from sagebrush covered plains, pine covered mountains are dotted with lakes. The seasons follow each other under crystal blue skies. The diverse communities that share the land—Zuni, Mormon, Anglo, Spanish and Navajo—all face the vagaries of weather and agricultural markets in order to maintain their distinctive ways of life.

For the Ramah Navajo, traditionally self-reliant on livestock-raising, agriculture, weaving and silversmithing, the one hundred years since their return from forced exile in eastern New Mexico have been a time of difficulty. According to both oral and written histories of the area, Navajos were living in the Ramah area prior to the "Long Walk" to eastern New Mexico in the
late 1860s. On their return to their traditional lands they faced the pressure of land-hungry late arrivals, the fact that their land base was not secure, and the inconsistencies of federal Indian policy.

In the intervening years there has been a great deal of pressure to leave the notion of self-sufficiency behind and rely more and more on federal programs. Since their return, however, the Ramah Navajos have continued to work towards self-sufficiency, founding the first Indian-controlled high school, the first health clinic owned and operated by an Indian community, and later the first Indian-controlled educational radio station. The community became famous for all these accomplishments in the 1970s. Under the guidance of the Ramah Navajo School Board, Inc. and the governing chapter council, community development programs of many kinds were begun.

The Ramah Navajo Weavers Association

About two years ago the Ramah Navajo Weavers Association was founded. In a series of meetings weavers gathered to discuss ways and means of improving their textiles and marketing them more effectively. Maintaining a traditional way of life and passing this on to future generations is also an important consideration. The Association now has members from thirty Ramah Navajo families, women as young as twenty and as old as eighty-two. At monthly meetings in the trailer on the Pine Hill school grounds that is the organization’s current home, as many as twenty-five weavers gather in a small room taken up in great part by an 8’ x 7’ Navajo loom to discuss issues and make decisions. In the last year, the group has scheduled a number of workshops on subjects ranging from dyeing with native plants (a session conducted by one of the RNWA’s members) to design workshops with weavers from other regions and cultures. The search for expert help in marketing, publicity and business practices keeps the community organizers who work with the RNWA very busy. One of the programs of which those developers are very proud is the cooperative breeding program which began a year and a half ago to reestablish the Navajo-churro sheep.

An article in the Fall 1985 issue of The Weaver’s Journal by Dr. Lyle McNeal reported on the development of “old style” Navajo sheep and on some of the history of that breed in the United States. The RNWA is working with McNeal to improve its members’ flocks by selectively breeding for the “old-style” Navajo sheep (newly registered as Navajo-churro breed) — traces of which are already present in the local sheep. The wool which these flocks will soon produce was the predominant fiber used by Navajo weavers until the mid-1800s and is highly prized by weavers today. It is long fibered, coarse and relatively greaseless. The colors are quite beautiful, ranging from ebony black (which needs no dyeing to make it a uniform color) to apricot, brown, silver, and champagne. The wool is soft and has a lustrous sheen. “Churro,” the name these sheep were given long ago, is said to mean “poor,” as in poor excuse for sheep. They were supposed to be inferior, scrub sheep. But, says Lyle McNeal, they are resistant to diseases which prey on “improved” breeds, they give birth easier, they live longer and they provide a wool of choice for Navajo and other weavers. In the spring of 1986, the RNWA welcomed the first lambs born after their purchase of a Navajo-churro ram from Utah State University’s Navajo Sheep Project.

The RNWA will use the cooperative breeding program to provide wool for their own use and for an ever-growing market. Fleeces of Navajo-churro wool line the walls of the trailer, waiting to be cleaned and carded, then dyed with plants perhaps before being worked into traditional Navajo weavings.

The weavers produce a line of small handspun, vegetal dyed rugs which are used to cover pillows. The finished pillows are now featured in galleries and museum shops primarily in New Mexico and Arizona. At each meeting the Association’s quality control committee looks through stacks of pillow covers to make sure that each piece meets standards of size (14” x 14” through 16” x 16”), quality of spinning, dyeing, design and weaving. Once approved, the weavings are bought by the Association through a revolving loan fund, and all purchases are supported solely by sales. The majority of Ramah Navajo weavers make their living entirely from
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markets are too costly, the Association's marketing work on behalf of weavers is very important.

The pillow production has brought encouraging returns, and more and more weavers are producing the small, finely-made textiles. I asked how long it might take to make an average-size rug and was told that from the shearing and washing of the fleece through the carding and spinning (sometimes respinning as many as three times on a traditional Navajo hand spindle), and weaving on a traditional upright loom, as many as 350 hours may be spent. The weavers would like to make a reasonable return for their work, and particularly want weaving to be an alternative for their daughters, who otherwise might be forced to choose to leave the reservation and brave the anxieties of city life.

It is said that since time immemorial Navajo women have been entrusted and blessed with the sacred knowledge of weaving. According to Navajo belief, this knowledge was first transmitted by Spider Woman to Changing Woman—the sacred spirit who helped create the people of the earth. Through Changing Woman, it is said that the Navajo acquired the art of weaving, along with the knowledge and responsibility of living in harmony with all things. Over the centuries Navajo women have passed on these traditional values and skills from generation to generation, as today the women at Pine Hill wish to ensure the continuity within their community that weaving gives. I asked one of the older weavers, whose daughter is a newer member of the Association, what she wished for her daughter, and her answer was "that she be a number one weaver."

The Liberty Blanket

Six "number one" weavers of the RNWA produced the 5' x 6' "Liberty Blanket" for the Statue of Liberty Centennial in the same ten-by-twelve foot room where monthly meetings are held. They worked every weekday from 8 to 5 for six weeks. Alice Alonzo, Rose M. Garcia, Elsie Martinez, Elsie Natan, Annie L. Pino and Nellie Pino worked alternately at weaving (sometimes three of them sat on the floor in front of the loom to work threads through the warp) and at spinning. The only constant was laughter and stories. First they had to ask themselves what the Statue of Liberty was, a question eventually answered by a National Park Service videotape. Then they had to consider the question of what they would say when asked to tell an American public which had never even considered the possibility of Native Americans sharing in the celebration why they had done it. "When we first started weaving this blanket, we didn't know who or what the Statue of Liberty was. We came to understand that she represented hope, freedom, and opportunity to
those who came to this country. Still, to us, she was someone far, far away from our lives, disconnected in many ways from our reality as Indian people.”

The weavers discussed the meaning of “Chief Blanket.” The design had been worked out for the weaving by Albuquerque artist/weaver Nancy Kozi-kowski and was based on classic Navajo blanket designs from the 1800s. “Chief,” the weavers decided did not mean powerful, but it did mean compassionate. “... the Liberty Blanket symbolizes this spirit of compassion, which welcomed to America strangers from far away lands, and which may grow to teach us out to all people.” As they came to weave the borders of the blanket, which consisted of the flags of the fifty states and four territories, they discussed the meaning of “Liberty” in Navajo. It does not translate exactly, but the word eventually decided upon, RAMAH to page 71.
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tural commissions. Teachers beginning to adv-
anced students. Offers guidance to those mak-
ing transition from hobby to professional weavers. Offers classes in 1-to-1.1 basis. Offers workshops on color and professional presentation, garment construction, yardage, finishing techniques, sectional weaving, complex weaves and special interest areas.

CATHERINE MICK
385 Tomarack Rd., Victoria, BC Canada (604) 470-9457


PEGGY OSTERKAMP
73 Jane Street, New York, NY 10014
(212) 243-2847


SIGRID PIROCH
RD #4, Box 234, Meadville, PA 16335
(814) 336-5230


NANCY REILLY
20-1 Hadley Lane
Manati, NY 13104
(315) 682-6091

Beginner, intermediate to advanced classes, workshops. Tapestry and weaving techniques, 4- to 6-harness weaves, rug weaves, and lace weaves.

TRUDIE ROBERTS
3015 Sunnybrook Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90039
(213) 666-5664

“California Rags” Sophisticated woven clothing. One-day lectures include slide show, demonstra-

NORMA SMAYDA
Sanderson Teaching School, P.O. Box 317, Sanderson, RI 02874
(401) 294-3676

Workshops: “Scandinavian Weaving Techniques” may include Kokkring rug weaves, Norwegian, monkebe, Swedish lace, transparent weave, Finne weave, Åkia, depending upon length of the workshop. “Overhand Weaves” has an emphasis on Weaver Rose’s work, and unusual treadle variations. “Handwoven Lamphades” includes weaving material and construction of shades. Lectures: “Norwegian Fiber Arts, Past and Present,” “The Legacy of Weaver Rose,” “Skullbag/Opahpluma Weaves.”

KATHERINE SYLVAN
1015 Calle Largo, Santa Fe, NM 87501
(505) 998-5330

Two and three-day workshops in: “Color Blending Techniques,” “Dyes for the Eighties,” “Theo Moormejer Technique” as applied to clothing, wall hangings and transparencies, table linens and ecclesiastical weavings. Send for descriptive brochure.

ELMYRA TIDWELL
Rt. 2, Box 89, Herrmann, MO 65041
(314) 486-5854


ERICA WOOLICH
244 Summer Street, Somerville, MA 02143
(617) 666-0666

Experienced teacher, weaver, co-author of recently published “Parallel Shadow Weave” and author of “Playing With Blocks” offers the following workshops and lectures: “Multi-harness Overbos,” “Shadow Weave” (multi-harness), “Darning and Fabric Analysis” (intermediate), and “Textile” (creating fashion-type designs.) All lectures and workshops include theory. Write or call for details.

JEAN WHITMORE
6031 South 48th St., Suite C, Lincoln, NE 68516
(402) 421-3231

Boundweave Design of Wallhangings, Boundweave (warp completely covered by weft) may be adapted to many weave structures. 1-3 day workshops in “Basic Boundweave,” “Investigative and Discovery Methods,” “Designing Through Drafting.” Using twills, overshot, summer and winter, color patterns, surface interest, tapestry, free-form, shaft-swatching and many more. All levels of weaving. Send for list of workshops offered.

HEATHER LYN WINSLOW
309 Snow St., Sugar Grove, IL 60554
(312) 466-4245


SHARON WICKSTROM
R.R. #4 C-5 Knob Hill South, Armstrong, B.C. Canada V0E 180
(604) 346-3224


JOAN WORTIS
89 W. Bridge St., New Hope, PA 18938
(215) 862-2121

Freelance weave designer and weaver, teacher at Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science & for many guilds. Lectures on “Textile Design of the 80’s” and “Presentation: Approaching the Market: Professionally,” Workshops on “Tracks of the Trade: A Personalized Warping System to Do It Alone with Varying (and sometimes hostile) Yarn.” and “Variations on a Theme: The Hippie Jacket and Woven Design.”
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TAOS TAPESTRY COLLECTIVE

Twelve Part Harmony

ONCE EACH MONTH from Taos and Santa Fe and tiny villages and isolated homes ringing Northern New Mexico’s Sangre de Cristo mountain range, a dozen members of the Taos Tapestry Collective convene at one or another member’s studio. We talk furiously for hours, then scatter again, frequently a hundred miles apart. We are travel-weary on the dark trip home, but exhilarated by the camaraderie and friendly counterpoint of fellow artisans in yarn.

Originally we came together to put on a studio tapestry show in Taos, with the hope of more shows in the future. We survived a series of organizational meetings. The first Taos show came and went. Another show was hung in Madrid (New Mexico), another in Las Vegas (New Mexico). A second show in Taos. A show in Santa Fe and another in Texas are scheduled for this summer.

But beneath the current of continuous and hectic collective shows a realization has emerged:

“My inspiration arises from my exploration of the external world and my internal self. Going out and coming in, bringing the world inside and feeling its meaning. When I look at the world, I am actively seeing. I am open to receive and open to give. I am ready to be inspired.”

Marcy Piets subdivision

Symbols of the Quest
High warp tapestry. Wool, brass, feathers and stone.
41 1/4" x 35"
“When I grasp an old Navajo blanket to my heart, study its eloquent, balanced design, see the ways the weaver solved problems, changed colors, that inspires me.”
Linda Breyer

“I use vegetal dyes because I love the colors, it is that simple. It is a bit of a hassle, but also helps me to be more spontaneous and open. If I run out of color or see that I am about to run out, I have to figure out—very quickly—what to do. Many, many, many of my rugs are determined by running out of color.”
Donna Martin

Mesa de Las Animas
Vegetal dyed wool and mohair
55 1/2” x 38 1/2”

We are bound together by reasons far more profound than the expectation of public exposure. In the meetings the voices chime and resonate and occasionally clash and jangle. Unplanned and unorchestrated, the themes reverberate: How our fiber art has shaped us as individuals; how our art has in turn been molded by our diverse personalities; how our lifestyles have carefully accommodated an antique craft; how time and materials are committed to wrest images out of our hearts.

The web of our conversation is driven by questions, both spoken and implied: Why are we committed to doing art in a fiber medium? Why produce images painstakingly by hand from natural fibers while artificial materials and rapid-fire technological productivity have cast a spell over so much of the world? How does art, and tapestry art in particular, relate to the late 20th century? What does working at the plodding pace of handwrought fiber add to the art? What does it do for us as artists?

“Generally the Southwestern landscape stimulates my creative processes. But I like to reduce the larger view into an intense study of one aspect of this land, blocking out extraneous material and focusing on one detail.”
Shirley Flint

Triassic Ruins
8” x 11”
"When I am at my loom there is a certain concentration that stops all the usual distracting mental chatter in my head [producing] a feeling of peace and total involvement."

Kristina Wilson


Barbara Marigold

People Becoming Mountains, Becoming People

The individuals who make up the Collective have been professional tapestries for at least 10 years, some for as long as 20. Many of us are self-taught, some are college-trained and others have studied under master tapestries and weavers such as Trude Guertmonprez, Rachel Brown and Kay Sekimachi. Then we in turn have passed on the skills and artistry to many groups and peoples of all ages.

The term tapestry best describes our work because we generally create visual pictures. The subject matter often includes aspects of the Southwestern environment, its culture and social and political concerns. The Collective uses a wide range of techniques in weaving and stitchery. In the stitchery pieces can be found work that runs the full gamut of embroidery stitches, including the predominately used Colcha stitch of Spanish-American tapestries. Raised twill, transparency, boundweave, rya and weft-faced are some of the weaving techniques employed. Many pieces are made with hand-spun wools and natural dyes.

“I am challenged by the mechanical limitations of tapestry to discover how much detail and movement I can achieve by using fairly heavy wool weft and four-to-the-inch warp.”

Kristina Wilson

The Olive Branch
“It occurs to me that what matters the most with tapestry is the element of inspiration. We put as much time into design of an image as any artist, then choose perhaps the slowest possible means of rendering it.

Caroline Rackley

“Tapestry became my main expression because of the variety of ways you can control and create density and texture. The tapestry fiber has life and feeling.”

Pam Veto

Grey Wool/Fleece Wool

Our collective evolved from the need to heighten public awareness of tapestry as an art form and for mutual support and evaluation. News of the formation of the Collective spread rapidly among professional tapestriers. At fourteen members, the size of the Collective solidified and promotional activities began.

One member acted as coordinator for much of our first year, with occasional meetings organized and chaired by a different member. Our shows and research into future exhibition possibilities are dealt with by all of the members, with two being most active. Show coordination and quality control is handled by those members living closest to the host gallery or having personal connections to the exhibit situation. Correspondence, research and education, finances, general secretarial duties, and our archives require ongoing attention by individuals. Exhibits and other special projects are also coordinated by volunteers. The Collective provides an education in the business of craft as well as a forum for our creativity.

“One of the real loves of my life is natural color. Chemical dyes have come so recently on the scene (1860s) and how quickly the naturals are fading out of sight! I am devoted to gathering herbs in the wilderness, growing crops for color, seeking out opportunities to import exotic dye materials. Leaves and roots of indigenous plants, bark and chips of hardwood trees from the tropics, nut hulls, resins, occasionally an insect or the ink from a snail. The colors that these friends give relate differently somehow with the retina of the eye; they signal ‘wholeness’ and ‘belonging’ to human beings who are becoming less and less at one with their environment.”

Caroline Rackley

Hibiscus

Natural dyed silk with mahogany frame

40" x 50"
Desert Tapestry Vest

This tapestry vest reflects the beauty of the southwestern sky, capturing through weaving the harmonies of the landscape.

Size: 32" bustline. Baste together a muslin pattern to suit your dimensions.

Warp: 8/2 cotton (Aurora Earth, 3,375 yds/lb. available from Cotton Clouds); 500 yds beige, 500 yds coral, 250 yds brown, 250 yds gray.

Weft: Tapestry fabric: same as warp, along with other cotonys of various sizes and colors. The sky is woven with 500 yds light blue in 8/2 cotton, 500 yds thick/thin white cotton, and 500 yds 8/2 beige.


Length of Warp: 4.5 yds (includes 30" loom waste)

Sett: 15 e.p.i.

Width in Reed: 22" (330 ends)

Shrinkage: 10% in tapestry fabric; 20% in fleecey lining.

Threading: See draft

Weaving: Outer Fabric: After fitting the muslin pattern, remove stitches. Draw your landscape onto the fabric, being careful to match the design at the side seams. The muslin then is pinned to the underside of the tapestry and used as a cartoon or guide as the picture is woven. Check the pattern often to insure accurate dimensions.

The vest is woven wrong side up. In the tapestry, the warp as well as the weft is used to create shading and color effects. Pull the threads in plied yarns apart and twist with other yarns to create a painterly, impressionistic blend of colors. Variegated and flecked yarns also work well. Warm colors such as brown and beige are used in the foreground because they come forward and look closer. Purple and blue are cool colors. They seem to recede and look farther away. Gray is neutral and is used for depth and shading. The shapes for the mountains are built up in units, and a table fork is used to pack the weft into place. As you weave, hand sew the slits formed between the shapes. The unwoven weft ends may be left hanging, but the fabric will be sturdier if they are woven back into the wrong side of the fabric.

The sky is worked in a slow gradation of col-

or, from the horizon up (18 p.p.i.). Use light blue and thick/thin white at first, packing it in between the mountain shapes to even out the web. Now you should be able to beat each pick with the reed. As weaving progresses, introduce beige threads slowly. Just use a thread or two at first, then more as height is reached in the sky. As the beige increases, the white should decrease.

Lining: Chenille weft is always woven on harness 1. 8/2 beige cotton is used with the other harnesses. This creates a 50/50 twill with intermittent shots of chenille. 16 p.c. beige plus 4 p.c. chenille per inch = 20 p.p.i. The right side of the fabric will be very fleecy, while the wrong side will show the beige twill.

Finishing: Separate the lining from the tapestry, and secure the ends so they will not unravel. Machine wash gently and tumble dry. Steam press with a hot iron. Press the lining fleecy-side-down on top of a terry-cloth towel. It will require a bit of coaxing and stretching to fit the muslin pattern.

Sewing: Sew side seams of tapestry and lining. Lay tapestry on top of lining, right sides together. Beginning at the lower edge of front, sew around the edge, leaving a 5" space from where you began. Turn the vest right-side-out at this space. Steam press. Sew front to back at shoulder seams.

The button is made with the coil-wrap method common in basketry. A loop is crocheted to the opposite side front.

by Lucy Anne Jennings

Threaded/Treading

Warping Draft: 330 ends, 6 ends each repeat (using paddle), 35 repeats. Sley warping paddle, brown, coral, beige, grey, beige, coral. Repeat paddle's path around warping board 33 times - 330 ends.
LETTER FROM JAPAN

by Lavonne Schriever

felted rugs was influenced somewhat by Collingwood's techniques, however his methods are of his own invention. He uses the kasuri system of dyeing (see The Weaver's Journal, Vol.X, No. 1, Issue 37, p.59) in such a way that bits of color peck through the thickly woven surface and give a sparkle and depth to each piece. The wool rugs are yarn-dyed and felted after weaving. He places them into a deep, Japanese bathtub and trots them on them with boot-clad feet, forcing the hot, soapy water into the fibers until the desired felting occurs.

While many young Japanese weavers are trained either as apprentices studying under master weavers, or learn weaving and achieve degrees at one of the Japanese art universities, Tomita developed as a weaver in a unique way. After studying literature at Ryukoku University in Kyoto for one year, he dropped out and studied basic weaving with a kimono weaver in Kyoto. He became fascinated with the kasuri processes and traveled to Okinawa and other areas of Japan to learn more about these complex techniques, but his application and documentation of the processes were self-taught. Later he studied in Australia and was awarded a number of prizes for his work. In 1980 he graduated from the West Surrey College of Art and Design in England and then returned to Japan and established his studio.

A quiet, unassuming man, Tomita continues to teach workshops occasionally and I highly recommend them to anyone who is interested in learning kasuri. Students in his classes not only learn basic techniques but become inspired to explore the processes on their own. The fact that he and his wife Noriko are both fluent in English is an important asset when an English-speaking person wants to study in Japan, for sometimes communication can become difficult if the instructor speaks only Japanese. One can receive information about his upcoming workshops by writing to: Kawashima Textile School, 419 Ichihara-cho, Shizuichi, Sakyoky, Kyoto, Japan 601-11.


In 1983, while visiting Jun and Noriko Tomito while Jun was teaching a summer workshop for the Tokyo Textile School, I was able to watch some of the in-progress work of the students and photographed a number of Jun's pieces. At that time he had recently returned from England where he had worked for several months with Peter Collingwood.

Readers who are interested in learning about ikat techniques have probably come across Jun and Noriko Tomito's book, Japanese Ikat Weaving,¹ which is one of the most informative books on the subject. Other readers may have seen Jun's work exhibited at Tennessee's Arrowmont and Berkeley's Fiberworks.

Recently I viewed Jun's newest weavings at an exhibition held at the Mazonic Gallery in Kyoto. The installation of the works was uncluttered and gave the viewer opportunities to contemplate the pieces individually or as groups.

The major pieces were panels of silk and linen with warp which had been painted with Procion M dyes, bound tightly with plastic tape in places, and the process repeated many times to achieve a wide variety of color blends. When woven, the bundles of yarns produce stripes which are sometimes subtle gradations of surprising color variations and at other times bold stripes. His control of the medium allows him to use pure white areas into which the feathered effect of the dyed yarns penetrate.

From the small "X-Tiles" (22 cm square) to the large panels (120 cm × 245 cm) his sense of space and composition draw the viewer into the piece, then lead one to wander visually from the hard edges of the warp to the subtle blends of the interior areas.

The Tomitas live on a small farm in the mountains, about an hour's drive from Kyoto. Their studio is in a building which was once a greenhouse, and thus they are constantly surrounded by the colors and patterns of nature. The strong stripes are reminiscent of plowed fields with their regular furrows. The color blends between them, however, are full of organic movement and flicker as though one is viewing fresh, green leaves in the spring, the red foliage of autumn, or the brown, dried leaves of winter.

Tomita's approach to creating...
Tapestries from Indonesia

by Michael Hitchcock

Tapestry is a technique that is not usually associated with Indonesia. Although the archipelago is justly famed for its elegant ikats and batiks, it possesses other complex and fascinating fiber traditions which are less widely known, as is the case with the tapestry woven fabrics of the Bimanese of Sumbawa Island.

Background

These textiles were first mentioned in Jasper and Piringadies's pioneering publication, De Weefkunst, of 1912, but despite the inclusion of an excellent colour illustration and an account of their manufacture, no details were provided concerning the technical structure of the tapestry weaves.¹ Seven years later Van Nouhuys included a diagram of one of these weaves in an article that, rather unsuccessfully, compared Indonesian to Peruvian textile traditions. The author was clearly puzzled by the existence of tapestry weaves in the middle of the Malay archipelago.²

For a further sixty years the subject was largely overlooked and, given the paucity of in-

[Map of Indonesia]

Modern ulampé collected by the author.
formation, it was with some surprise that I learned about the continued existence of these traditions. I was at the time conducting fieldwork in eastern Indonesia as part of my postgraduate training at Oxford's Pitt Rivers Museum, and was therefore able to follow up this aspect in greater detail.

Lying on Sumbawa's easternmost peninsula, the regency of Bima is home to several ethnic groups, most numerous being the Dom Ho'o or Bimanese as they are more widely known. People of the same ethnic group also comprise the majority of neighbouring Dompu, whereas the large western peninsula belongs to the Semawans of the regency of Sumbawa, after which the island takes its name. Distinctive highland communities are found in the east all of whom weave cloth. However, it is only the lowlanders who make use of tapestry weaves and in Bima this is largely restricted to the village of Ntebo. It was the weavers of this village who kindly provided me with the information on which this discussion is based.

Characteristics

The tapestry woven cloths, known as salampé, are characterised by a vivid monochrome centre field, usually in the shape of a hexagon, which is surrounded by a striped border. In the past, the colours for these textiles were obtained from the numerous dye plants for which the island is well known, and which once formed part of a valuable export trade to Java and further afield. Some of the most important local dyes were: safflower (red and orange), sappan (red and brown), cudrania (yellow and an ingredient in green) and indigo (blue and black). Until the 1950s the yarn was similarly local: Homespun cotton was readily available, while silk for the more expensive garments was imported from southern Sulawesi. By the time of my arrival in 1980, imported cottons and aniline dyes had largely replaced local products and rayon was becoming popular, as was also the case on Sumba Island to the south (see Hannon: The Weaver's Journal, Vol. VIII, No. 1, issue 29, Summer 1983).

In tapestry the patterns are created by weaving different coloured wefts into a plain warp. The weft threads are said to be discontinuous since they do not cross the fabric from selvedge to selvedge, and because of this they are usually lifted out between the warp threads after each shot. For the simpler tapestry weaves a shuttle made of bamboo (taropo) will suffice, but smaller spoons (soyo) are sometimes needed for the more complex interlocking weaves, the latter being made of either buffalo horn, palm leaf or sections of clove cigarette packets. In common with many Indonesian islanders the Bimanese make use of the body tension loom in which the weaver leans back on a strap or bar to keep the warp threads in tension.
Techniques

The techniques fall into the two main categories of slit and interlocking tapestry, basic diagonals or dovetails being made with the former and a wide range of weaves with the latter. On the salampé the tapestry techniques are used to form the sides of the centre field (woba), which, on its edges, is bordered by stupa-like designs whereas the ends are characterised by stepped patterns.

Uses

The salampé is not part of everyday wear and is generally only brought out on festive occasions such as weddings and religious holidays. These fabrics may be either worn around the waist as a sash or, less commonly, draped over the shoulder with the fringes hanging free. One interesting regional variation used to be known in the highland area of Wawo where the salampé was worn between the legs as a kind of loincloth; these textiles having been acquired by trade with the lowlands.

One of the most common uses of the salampé is as a gift, as was most clearly demonstrated during President Suharto’s visit to the island in 1981. The textile is also often included among the ritual goods that are given by the bride’s kin to the family of the groom at the ceremonies that are held before a wedding can take place. On these occasions goods symbolising the female are exchanged for items associated with the male, a material representation of the complementary character of men’s and women’s tasks. The salampé also belongs to the select group of fabrics that are often displayed behind the podium on which the newlyweds stand, dressed as a prince and princess, to receive the congratulations of family and friends. Unlike some other ritually important textiles, the salampé is not directly attributed with any mystical powers, but since it is used on occasions that have favourable connotations it is generally associated with good fortune.

Although parallels can be drawn between the salampé and other valued Indonesian textiles, particularly in the way it is used, its origins remain obscure. Grittinger observed that it was “... strikingly similar in effect to the central lozenge found on the batik kambangan of Java” and that contact between the two islands might have given rise to this kind of patterning. Indeed, Bima was a tributary of the Javan empire of Majapahit; but in the absence of any specific historical information regarding the influence on one textile upon the other it is impossible to be certain about the origin of the Biman design. Furthermore, the textile methods used by the Javanese and Bimanese are dissimilar and, if anything, this deepens the mystery since tapestry techniques are not found on the islands adjacent to Sumbawa. Clearly the tapestry weaves of the Bimanese are unusual within the wider context of Indonesia and their history remains largely unknown.

Examples of tapestry weaves. The interlocking weave shown bottom right is similar to the one described by Van Nooytus in 1919.

Notes

The centre field, woba, with tapestry woven borders.

The salampé being used as a greening gift. The photograph was taken during the rehearsal for President Suharto’s visit to Bima in 1981.
Textiles of Coptic Egypt

A unique combination of tapestry insets worked into a plain weave ground

by Nancy Arthur Hoskins

INSERTED TAPESTRY is a weave used extensively in Egypt from the Third to the Seventh Century A.D., a period of time referred to as "Coptic." The weave is a combination balanced plain weave linen and linen and wool tapestry textile, with the two areas woven simultaneously (Figure 1). The tapestry areas—bands, borders, stripes, squares, and roundels—are worked with woolen wefts over pairs or sets of warp to alter the number of ends per inch. This tabby-tapestry weave was used for tunics, curtains, altar cloths, pillow covers, and other items. The tapestry areas are small finely set designs of figures, birds, fruit, flowers, geometrical motifs, religious symbols, pictures, portraits, and intricate narrative scenes both mythological and Christian. During that period, Egypt was predominantly a Christian nation, but pagan worship persisted until the sixth century, and after 643 A.D. it became Islamic. Thousands of these archaeological textiles, which were fashionable all over the Roman Empire, were excavated from the burial grounds of Roman and Islamic Egypt and are now in museum collections. The Christian burial customs adopted during that period dictated that the deceased be dressed in a tunic, wrapped with shawls, curtains, or other cloth accoutrements and buried in shallow sandy graves. The dry desert sands have preserved these textiles.


The discoveries have been well worth the search. The experience of examining these remarkable textiles in the quietude of the innermost spaces of a museum is unforgettable. One senses the sure and swift hand of the tapestry weaver—opening the shed, inserting the weft just so, beating in, evaluating, admiring, and visualizing the completed design.

I have been gathering data and photographs of these textiles since 1977. By sending letters of introduction explaining the purpose of my research and arranging appointments, I have been privileged to view not only the textiles on display, but many stored collections as well. Although I find the tapestries the most intriguing, there are many other interesting weaves and techniques such as weft-looping, patterns, brocading, basket weaves, warp-face tablet weaves, twills, embroidery, sprang, and simulated knits. Most collections are eclectic, containing work from different burial sites and from different centuries.

For many reasons Coptic designs are diffi-
cult to date. Textiles called Coptic span a thousand years. Designs were copied and recopied. Tapestry ornaments were sometimes cut from a worn-out garment and applied to a new tunic. The textile was as ubiquitous as blue denim is today: It was the unisex garment worn by all classes for centuries with little change.

Tunic decorations ranged from simple tapestry bands to ornate and intricate decorations at the sleeves, shoulders, knees, neck and hem. Imagine what it would be like to walk through a marketplace! Everyone you pass would be wearing a linen tunic with tapestry ornaments of delightful diversity. The textiles were an important part of Christian ceremony, costumes, and church decoration, and can be identified in manuscript paintings and mosaics of the period. The vestige of this characteristic costume survives in contemporary liturgical costume, i.e., the ancient bands called “clavi” became the modern stole worn in the formal religions. There are Coptic clavi with tapestry saints and religious scenes not unlike a modern stole worn by the Pope, but at the same time the cloth was utilitarian.

Rarely do the textiles arrive in a museum with any information about archaeological context in the modern sense. Most pieces were excavated prior to 1900 with little attention paid to gathering accurate data. Fragments might come from reputable and well organized “digs” or from grave robbers and black market bazaars. Collections from one site might be traded, auctioned off, dispersed, and some were even destroyed. I have discovered and identified dispersed fragments from the same cloth in two and in three separate collections. The recognition of a matching fragment is always an exciting event.

If one can characterize Coptic tapestry design it is as “individualistic.” Although there are recognizable styles and distinguishable periods, each piece is highly personalized by the hand of the weaver. There are always surprises! Designs can be so out of context that they don’t seem to fit the time frame in which they were woven. Fauvist painters found Coptic designs inspirational for their use of color and abstraction after seeing them in Paris exhibits.

In spite of the problems of provenance and dating, Coptic scholars generally agree that the designs fall into three broad and overlapping categories:

1. An Early, Late Roman-Egyptian, or Proto-Coptic category with naturalistic and interface designs predominating.
2. A Middle, Early Byzantine, or High Coptic category with designs that are highly stylized and color areas segmented.
3. A Late Coptic period under Islamic rule with geometric pattern superseding figurative art.

What they do not resemble is ancient Egyptian art: They are instead an Egyptian interpretation of Greco-Roman, Christian, Byzantine, Persian, and Islamic art.

During all of these phases two color harmonies co-exist—a monochromatic and a polychromatic palette.

There are thousands of monochromatic tapestry fragments where the natural linen is combined with a one-color figural or foliate design. Linen wefts are used on the dark figure of red, indigo, violet, or brown wool to sketch in features. The linen wefts are wrapped around a warp in subsequent picks to achieve “stepped” or curved lines.

Color is used very differently in polychromatic tapestries from the early and high Coptic phases. The shading and blending techniques...
used in a naturalistic manner in the more classical pieces. The portraits in particular are stylized and abstracted. Monochromatic designs are often accented with smaller polychromatic areas or highlighted with one bright color.

Coptic art has captivated me since I saw my first portrait with its riveting Coptic gaze, as compelling as eye-contact. It seems a curious custom to wear portraits on one's clothing, a little like our current custom of printing faces and figures on t-shirts. I continue to search for the origins of that custom and am convinced that it originally had some religious significance.

Most often, the textiles I examine are tabby-tapestry or tapestry fragments cut from the original cloth, but there are complete tunics, large curtains, and even some large scale tapestries. The Cleveland Museum, the Boston Fine Arts Museum, and the Dumbarton Oaks Museum all have large tapestries. The evidence of the combined weave can usually be discerned by the set, the warp, and the weave of the verge between the tabby and tapestry areas.

Plain weave Egyptian linens preserved in mummary wrappings and funerary artifacts predate the Coptic period by at least 3000 years, but tapestry weaves are rare and of dyed linen rather than wool. During the First Century A.D., a "smooth cloth with woolen decorations" came into fashion throughout the Roman world. This is the tabby-tapestry textile. Egypt was by that time a Roman colony, owned by the Emperor and used as a center of cloth production. The Greeks, who had ruled Egypt since the time of Alexander the Great (323 B.C.) brought the tapestry tradition, better breeds of wool, and warp-weighted looms to Egypt. Horizontal and upright looms had been used since the time of the first pharaohs. Weaving workshops were organized and controlled by the state with a master weaver and apprentice system. An old contract between a master and apprentice establishes the duties of the apprentice during his years of training. Males dominated the weaving industry, but women wove at home. Excerpts from ancient letters—written by a wife to a soldier husband stationed far away, and from a dutiful son to a mother managing their estate—record requests for dye stuffs, yarns, cloth, and tunics, just as we might write to a traveler today.

Scholars don't know exactly what Coptic looms were like. All that remains as evidence is the cloth. Horizontal and upright looms had been used since the time of the earliest pharaohs. By the Third Century A.D. multi-shaft looms were being used in Mesopotamia, and drawloom and foot-powered loom technology had traveled the silk road to the West by the Fifth Century. What is evident is that the looms for the tunics were extremely wide.

The typical Coptic tunic is woven in one piece with the selvages parallel with the hem and the warp running from sleeve cuff to sleeve cuff (figure 2). A slit forms the neck opening. The cloth is folded at the shoulders and sewn up the sides and sleeves. I have examined tiny toddler size tunics and tunics that could fit a football player that would require a loom at least ten feet wide! The weaver would combine tabby areas with tapestry bands, borders, stripes, squares, roundels, and yokes repeating the motifs and coordinating the designs in the different shapes, and sometimes weaving identical designs in different directions. Although it cannot be determined exactly how the Coptic weavers controlled the change from tabby to tapestry, it is an easy transition on a modern four shaft loom with a straight twill threading. It is a useful and creative combination weave little used in contemporary weaving, rich for exploration. Directions for the techniques are described at the end of this article.

I have examined Coptic linens so lustrous and lovely as to belie their antiquity. The linen yarns are very fine, 30/1, 45/1, 60/1 and 75/1. The colors range from a bleached white to a natural beige. S-spin singles are most common, but Z-spin singles are not unusual. Few dyed linens are found. Linen is used for both warp and weft in the tabby, and in the tapestry areas as warp.
as a "sketching" weft, and as a neutral color weft.

Colorful wools in the Coptic tapestries cover the full spectrum from bright yellows to deep violets. Dyes used were indigo, madder, myrtle, shellfish, woad, saffron, weld, and others. The preservation of the wool varies: Some are in mint condition, others are extremely friable. It is not unusual to find an area where only the linen warp and linen tapestry motifs survive to define a design area once done in wool. Both S- and Z-spun and sometimes 2-ply yarns are found. Weft yarns are very fine, like a single strand of 1/32 wool.

An average sett is about 50 e.p.i. in the tabby area and about 28/2 e.p.i. in the tapestry area. The most common method of making the transition is to weave upon pairs of warps to alter the sett in the tapestry sections, but other methods were also used. Imagine weaving tapestry with yarns the size of sewing thread! Our current notion of tapestry is of a dense, heavy, and stiff fabric, but the Coptic pieces, because of their fine sett and delicate yarns, are pliable and wearable—a fine fabric for the weaver interested in creative clothing.

The tapestry weaving is spirited and spontaneous. Short warp-wise slits in adjacent color areas are left open. Longer slits may be joined by wrapping a weft around a common warp at random or in a regular "toothed" pattern, or even sewn together later. Weft-wise wrapping is used to outline motifs and figures built up with eccentric wefts. The surface ripples rhythmically with extensive eccentric wefting. Although prototypes and models for the designs obviously existed, there is that impression that composition and design problems were worked out directly on the warp threads in the way of the weaver by counting, balancing, and repeating.

There are three important considerations when selecting materials for a tabby-tapestry weave: The warp and weft relationships in the two different weaves, the availability of fine linen warp and woolen weft yarns, and the limits of your patience and dexterity with a fine sett tapestry. I suggest a 20 e.p.i. tabby and a 10/2 e.p.i. tapestry sett. Appropriate yarns are difficult to find beyond that sett. A 10/1 natural linen warp at that sett will work with single strands of crewel, Persian, or other fine wool wefts. The following instructions should help you experiment with this weave. Please send me photos if you weave samplers, garments, or other items with this two thousand year old technique. I would be so pleased to see this ancient tradition continued and I know that every example will express the essence of Coptic weaving—the individuality of the weaver's hand.

Nancy Arthur Hoskins can be contacted at 34494 Deerwood Drive, Eugene, OR 97405.

A Tabby-Tapestry Sampler

Materials: Warp: 10/1 natural linen. Weft: Crewel, Persian, or other fine wool.

Sett: 20 e.p.i., double sleyed in a 10 dent reed.

Directions: Do experiment with the best and if you use a cartoon, be sure that it is scaled appropriately for that sett.

Warp-wise tapestry bands: To weave full-width bands change the treadling to 1 & 2, 3 & 4. Use butterflies of woolen wefts and weave with any traditional tapestry technique. Coptic bands may contain scrolls, fruits, birds, animals, foliage, garlands, or even tiny portraits.

Square, rectangular, or circular inserts: These tapestry areas when finished are completely surrounded by balanced plain weave. To begin the tapestry area change the treadling from tabby (1 & 3, 2 & 4) to tapestry (1 & 2, 3 & 4) across the width of the intended design area, and then back to tabby. Use a linen butterfly on either side of the design and wooden butterflies for the tapestry. One tabby pick will equal multiple tapestry picks, so that you may treadle for several tapestry shots and then a tabby and tapestry shot when the fell is level. Watch the tendency in the tabby areas to beat in more picks per inch when combined with tapestry. Coptic designs might be of birds, fruit, flowers, religious symbols, pictures, portraits or small scenes. The technique should be adapted to a design that is meaningful to you.
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rarity in the department. Spiralfield silks in the collection include a waistcoat dated 1789 and complement the fabric samples and pattern books showing designs of the era. Two rare Stuart era costumes and a fine 19th century woman's costume (mentioned earlier) are among the 1,500 full ensembles and 2,000 costume accessories. Specially selected garments are on exhibit in the large, circular Costume Court showing the 14 centuries from 1700 to the 1970s. Twentieth century costumes include turn-of-the-century English courtiers, as well as Cecil Beaton's selections reflecting French haute-couture of the recent past. In all, about 750 dresses, suits and accessories represent style and fashion of the 20th century. Accessories in the collection include a wide array of shoes and footwear, collars, lace, ribbons, buttons, purses and millinery. A large holding of dolls, some with extensive wardrobes, traces fashion from 1700 to the present on a miniature scale.

A great number of the examples noted here are visible in the 10 galleries, halls and the study rooms of the Textile and Dress Department in the V. & A.'s northeast corner. Resources are well-organized and generally accessible in frames, cases, standing screens, racks and panels and on the walls. The galleries are arranged in the following sequence:

1. Hall 107 displays a photo reproduction of the Bayeux Tapestry.
2. Hall 109 is a long hallway where a selection of the collection's finest 18th century embroidered English coverlets are found, as well as some examples of 17th century embroidery.
3. Rooms 100 and 101 are composed of 6 connecting textile study rooms, which are open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Saturday, and 2:30 to 6 p.m. Sundays. About 2,000 textiles are exhibited and accessible during those hours. However, the framed textile panels are locked at 4:30 on weekdays, at 12:30 Saturdays, and are not open at all on Sundays. Informative captions, often stating historical notes on technique and design, are attached to the pieces. Drawing and photography are permitted.

4. Room 99 is an area displaying Near Eastern textiles and costumes.
5. Hall 102 exhibits 18th and early 19th century English patchwork quilts.
6. Room 98 holds more than 300 textile examples from the Far East displayed on walls, screens and framed panels.
7. Room 97 is the roped-off area holding the study collection of carpets and requires the services of an attendant to open the curtains. This is best done by appointment and once opened, the area can be explored for as long as one needs to study the huge rugs.
8. Room 96 is a small room full of treasures: lace and European peasant work.
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Student: $25.00 (with I.D.)
Payable in U.S. funds

SURFACE DESIGN ASSOCIATION
Membership Department
4111 Lincoln Blvd. Suite 428
Marina del Rey, CA 90292

COLOR TRENDS

A UNIQUE CONCEPT IN COLOR
A One of A Kind
Limited Edition Journal

Featuring exciting uses of dyes: dip-dyeing, resist-dyeing, discharge printing, etc., with over 60 fiber samples and actual fabric swatches included. Researched and dyed by COLOR TRENDS

Containing exact dye formulas and extensive dye technology

Showing trends in fashion colors.

EMPHASIS: color inspiration and color interaction.

Published Spring and Fall
2 Issues-One Year $12.00

Back issue one issue:

18"x 24" Self-Healing Gridded Cutting Board
Large Gridded Plastic Ruler
Large Rotary Cutter
1" Bias Tape Maker
Fabric Tacks

The Craftsman's Touch
817 Belvedere Ave.
Bemidji, MN 56601
218-751-3435

Catalog $1.50

AUSTRIAN LOCKER HOOKING: A new approach to a traditional craft, by Joan Z. Rough, shows how to turn unspun wool into beautiful, durable machine-washable rugs, clothing and wall hangings. No experience or expensive equipment needed. 60 instructive pages include 61 photographs, 20 illustrations. AND the locker hook: $6.95 plus $1.35 shipping. Fox Hollow Fibres, 560 Milford Rd. W., Eariysville, VA 22936.

PATTERN DEVICES FOR HANDWEAVING—Detailed instructions for Biederwand, damask, double weave, twills, supplementary warps and wefts using standard looms, pick-up methods, or special devices: long-eyed heddles, drawdowns, etc., $18.00 plus $2.00 shipping. Dealer inquiries welcome. Doranay Keasby, 5021 Alta Vista Road, Bethesda, MD 20814.

ORDER ALL YOUR WEAVING, SPINNING, DYEING BOOKS AT DISCOUNT

Any good, standard Classics and many New Titles
Also Needlework, Hobbies, Crafts, Dolls, Miniatures
10% discount on any U.S. books
No lists of books available—request the titles that interest you. Please send SASE with your inquiry.

KATHERINE RAMUS 2100 E. EASTMAN AVE., ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
TEACHING for LEARNING
the fiber arts teachers' newsletter

An International Forum for Fiber Arts Teachers,
Featuring Articles on:
- Teaching Techniques
- Classroom Materials
- Learning Styles
- Tax Information

Annual Competition to Recognize Outstanding Teachers

Increase your teaching effectiveness. For a one-year subscription (5 issues), please send $10.00 in check or money order to: TEACHING for LEARNING, P.O. Box 7995, Boulder, CO 80306.

GRAPHICOM INC. - PUBLISHERS

offer you these magazines for your appreciation and enjoyment

PRECIOUS FIBERS
A magazine dedicated to the care and breeding of exotic fiber animals and the spinning of their wooly yarn. Precious Fibers magazine serves the home fibers industry. Published monthly, the magazine regularly features articles and advice on angora rabbits, angora goats, llamas, long-wooled sheep, alpacas, and camels.
$20/Yr. $38/2 Yrs. $55/3 Yrs. $150/Lifetime

ANGORA TODAY
The newest in Graphicom's line of magazines, this monthly focuses on showing angora rabbits, as well as their care and breeding. Includes show news, show standings, photos, as well as regular features on shearing and dying of producing these wonderful animals.
$20/Yr. $38/2 Yrs. $55/3 Yrs. $150/Lifetime

HANDSPUN
This magazine continues where Precious Fibers stops. Handspun addresses the spinning of natural fibers, and the use of the thread end product, including weaving, knitting, machine knitting, crocheting, and art applications. Published monthly, the magazine regularly features articles on exotic fibers such as handspinnings, wool, angora, mohair, alpaca, cotton, and linen.
$20/Yr. $38/2 Yrs. $55/3 Yrs. $150/Lifetime

NEEDLEWORK NEWS
This magazine is the official publication of the Center for the History of American Needlework (C.H.A.N.) and includes features on needlework as practiced through the centuries. Regular articles on weaving, textile manufacturing, handwork, technical skills, and fiber arts appear.
Published quarterly.
$15 per year (includes CHAN membership)

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State __________ Zip ______

CIRCLE SELECTIONS:
- Precious Fibers 1 Yr./$20 2 Yrs./$38 3 Yrs./$55 Lifetime/$150
- Angora Today 1 Yr./$20 2 Yrs./$38 3 Yrs./$55 Lifetime/$150
- Handspun 1 Yr./$20 2 Yrs./$38 3 Yrs./$55 Lifetime/$150
- Needlework News 1 Yr./$15 2 Yrs./$25 Lifetime/$125

☐ Check here for FREE book list offer!

We also offer 117 titles of fiber related books by some of the greatest names in the field...
Including Paula Simmons, Allen Fannin, Elsie Davenport, Eliza Leadbetter, Betty M. Jacobs, and many many more. Send for our FREE book list!

GRAPHICOM, INC.
P.O. Box 404 Berea, Kentucky 40403 (606) 988-1495

VIRGINIA WEST
SWATCH BOOK
LIMITED EDITION
20 designer fabrics 4 to 12 shaft
$60 postpaid. Order from:

VIRGINIA WEST
2809 Gravez Rd., R.F.D. 7
Baltimore, Md. 21208
Introducing

A WEAVER’S GARDEN

by Rita Buchanan

8 x 10/224 pages (color photos, illustrations (cloth)

Cotton, flax, indigo, lavender, teasels. A WEAVER’S GARDEN describes the properties, history, botany and practical applications of dozens of fascinating plants. Plants for natural dyeing and how to use them, herbs that repel clothes moths and much, much more!

This multi-purpose reference is one you'll use and refer to time and time again.

Order yours today! Available at local weaving shops or from Interweave Press, 306 N. Washington Ave., Dept. WJ2, Loveland, CO 80537 for $19.45 postage paid.
Reviews

THE GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL TAPESTRY WEAVING
Nancy Harvey

PATTERNS FOR TAPESTRY WEAVING—PROJECTS AND TECHNIQUES
Nancy Harvey

I am not a weaver, so when I first glanced through Harvey’s “how-to” books on tapestry weaving I seemed an unlikely candidate for reviewing them. However, it then occurred to me that if I, a non-weaver, could understand the techniques from the text and illustrations, then weavers and would-be tapestry weavers could certainly follow them with ease.

The first book, the Guide, begins with an explanation of the intent of the book and how it is organized for efficient use. Harvey’s approach is to teach the basic techniques of tapestry weaving in a way that will eliminate time-consuming trial and error, thereby providing the beginner with skills and time to be creative and innovative. She succeeds very well in accomplishing this goal, as she says, “... by sharing thoughts, offering guidelines that help prevent problems, and explaining not only the “how-tos” but also the “whys” in a logical sequence...”

The book then proceeds with a glossary, a discussion of looms and weaving systems, warp and weft considerations including calculating quantities. The third and fourth chapters contain the sample project that is the vehicle for learning the technique. Harvey does a good thing for the beginner at the opening of these chapters by saying that, while for the sample project all necessary advance decisions have been made by the author (type of loom, selection of yarn, direction of weave, method of design buildup, etc.), the reason for each should be understood by the weaver, because on following projects the decisions will have to be made without a guide. Thus, the book wisely urges thinking rather thanrote following of instructions.

The project is explained in minute detail, step-by-step, using photographs and clear diagrams. At intervals the reader is asked to stop and weave the part that has just been described. Useful tips are provided at the end of each section. The following chapter is a review of the project plus additional information that allows the weaver to develop more complicated techniques and ideas. I haven’t had time to try it, but the project is so clearly presented that I think I could actually weave it. So you with weaving backgrounds should have no problem.

My only disagreement with the book is the chapter on finishing, mounting and care. Some of the author’s methods are standard and safe, such as matching strips of velcro, the loop side sewn to the tapestry and the hook side attached to the wall or a board. But fastening the hook side to the wall and using the nap of the tapestry to form the loop bond is very damaging to the fibers of the tapestry. It also doesn’t always hold over time, and you may find your tapestry in a heap on the floor before long. (See The Weaver’s Journal, Winter 1985, for descriptions of safe mounting systems.)

The final two chapters provide inspiration by picturing the tapestries of several weavers (ten in color reproduction) and describing the particular technique and materials used in each, and then excellent ideas for methods of creating your own designs.

Harvey’s companion book to the Guide, Patterns for Tapestry Weaving, is, as she says, “...presented in a self-study format.” It gives instructions for building and warping a nail frame loom for beginners who want to try the technique before investing in more expensive equipment. Some of the material from the Guide is repeated, and references are frequently made to it for more detail.

Instructions for two samplers are presented, again in step-by-step sequence with clearly detailed drawings of techniques for warp placement, methods of joining color areas, ways to begin and end yarns and so forth. The second sampler, as would be expected, is more complicated than the first, adding circles and shading.

The sampler chapters are followed by a discussion of additional techniques (various interlocks, soumak, color dots, weft blending) and variations of techniques already learned (vertical stripes, outlining, hatching, curves). “A Quick Reference Guide” is a particularly useful section for the weaver as well as the person interested in identifying and understanding weaving structures. It is a glossary of techniques with each term illustrated by diagram. It is worth the price of the entire book.

The remainder of the book consists of patterns, how to use them, and yardages of threads needed. They vary in simplicity of design and technique, and include ideas for the weaver to be creative with personal variations.

It seems to me that these two books would produce a tapestry weaver if worked from beginning to end, and combined with practice, practice, practice.

Mary Ann Butterfield
Mary Ann Butterfield is a textile conservator for the Minneapolis Institute of Art.

COLOR AND FIBER
Patricia Lambert, Barbara Staepelaere and Mary G. Fry

Color and Fiber is a fascinating and factual book written specifically for individuals who work with fiber. This monument of research will be extremely useful to weavers, designers, educators, photographers, and a long list of people who design or manipulate thread, yarn or cloth at any stage. The book is organized into three comprehensive areas. Part One provides a study of color and light, and explains reflected light. An exploration of the
HANDSPINNING FLAX
Olive and Harry Linder

The Linders, well known as cotton spinning specialists and authors of the informative booklet, Handspinning Cotton, have turned their attention to flax spinning in recent years. The result is another delightful and informative booklet that contains a nutshell of everything you need to know to begin spinning flax.

The authors begin with an overview of the flax fiber and its production, and cover various spinning methods for line flax, tow and sliver in their clear, well-digrammed style spiced with their perceptive and entertaining comments. Various types of dips and methods of dressing them are also discussed.

Partly useful to both spinners and non-spinners alike are their chapters on finishing the spun yarn and “sizing” a singles warp yarn. The Linders wind the yarn onto plastic tubes and boil it to set the twist. They have found that a sizing made from powdered milk helps to manage handspun flax singles in weaving. Chapters on bleaching and dyeing linen yarns are also included.

Other topics discussed include blending flax with other fibers, spinning novelty yarns and bulky yarns with flax, plying, and the special requirements of flaxen crochet yarns. Some suggestions for use of the handspun linen and a bibliography complete this informative book.

Handspinning Flax can be ordered for $8.95 plus postage from Bizarre Butterfly Publishing, 1347 E. San Miguel, Phoenix, AZ 85014.

Karen Searle

THE JUNIUS B. BIRD CONFERENCE ON ANDEAN TEXTILES
Ann Pollard Rowe, editor

Generations of weavers and other textile designers have found inspiration in the techniques and designs of the fabrics of pre-Columbian Peru. We have come museums and books to learn more about these textiles and their makers, to absorb their splendid sense of design.

One of the first descriptions of these fabrics that I read was in a book written by Wendell Bennett and Junior Bird, Andean Culture History, published in 1949. Bird, who compiled that part of the book dealing with textiles, served for many years as Curator of South American Archaeology at the American Museum of Natural History in New York City. He was well-known for his study of early, decorated, twined textiles from the Peruvian site of Huaca Prieta. In addition to this work with archaeological textiles, Bird also recognized the value of the study of contemporary Andean textile practices might have for the study of those of the past. He encouraged scholars working “in the field.” In addition, he supported the interest that textile artists such as Jack Lenor Larson and Sheila Hicks had in Peruvian textiles.

Bird came widely respected and even beloved for his enthusiastic support for the textile research of others and his warm and friendly interpersonal style. In recognition of his work and the personal respect he commanded, he was appointed a trustee of The Textile Museum in Washington, D.C. In addition, two conferences sponsored by The Textile Museum were named in his honor. Bird attended the first in 1973; the second was held in 1984, after his death. These were scholarly meetings, where researchers from a variety of museum- and university-related disciplines presented their most recent work. Proceedings from these conferences have been made available, the most recent of which is the subject of this review. It contains nineteen scholarly papers and reflects the state of the art of Andean textile research.

This volume, like its predecessor, contains detailed studies of ancient textiles in complex techniques. For example, one paper entitled “The Visual Images of Fabric Structures in Ancient Peruvian Art” by Mary Frame describes how certain textile structures have been abstracted and used as images to pattern the surfaces of other textiles. In addition, studies of Andean peoples who produce textiles today have been included. One such paper describes “Cotton Spinning and Processing on the Peruvian North Coast” by James M. Vreeland, Jr.

Weavers who have an interest in Peruvian textiles would be encouraged to peruse this book to sample the range of current research. For those with a more serious interest in the subjects, the book is an essential library addition.

Suzanne Baizerman

NEWS
Print

Robin and Russ has now reprinted The Weaving Book by Helene Bress. "No other hand-weaving book has contained such enormous scope of material. It expands on the basics, plain weave, twill, overshot, monk’s belt and huck." $65.00 plus shipping. Robin and Russ also offers a wide selection of Swedish and Finnish Weaving books. For information: Robin and Russ Handweavers, 533 N. Adams St., McMinnville, OR 97128 or call (503) 472-5760.
Mexican Tapestry Weaving by Joanne Hall is now available from J. Arvidson Press, P.O. Box 4022, Helena, Montana 59601. The book includes 166 diagrams and illustrations plus 127 black and white photos. $12.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling.

Now available from Northwoods Trading Company, 200 Sunnyvale Lane, Minnetonka, MN 55343 is the Directory of Wholesale Reps for Artisans and Craft Professionals. Designed to help craftspeople market their craft on a nationwide scale through the use of wholesale reps and their companies, the information was compiled, edited and published by Sharon K. Olson. $5.00 postpaid.

Designs of Bhutan—For use in all design reference situations, by David K. Barker, is now available from White Lotus Co., Ltd., 16, Soi 47 Sukhumvit Road, P.O. Box 1141, Bangkok, Thailand. Three hundred individual designs illustrated in one hundred plates are drawn from woven and decorated items made in the Royal Himalayan Kingdom of Bhutan during the last two centuries. The designs are re-produced on clear mesh grids to make them immediately usable for weaving, embroidery, rug, belt and headband making, edgings, crewel work and needlepoint. ISBN 974-8495-03-5. No price available.

Software

Two new fabric design programs are now offered by AVL Looms. Written especially for the Macintosh, Design and Weave can accommodate weaves of up to 64 harnesses and is adaptable to either treadle or Dobby looms. The program will run on Apple Macintosh S12, S12e or plus. An Apple II family compatible version of Design and Weave is available in menu-driven form for the Apple II+, IIe and IIgs.

Also available from AVL is a program for the IBM PC written especially for beginning weavers. Weave Planner has been designed with user-friendly features that enable weaving students to grasp the elements of fabric design in a short time. Program users can progress from 4 harness weaves up to 24 harness for information on any of these programs contact AVL Looms at 601 Orange St., Chico, CA 95928.

Video

Victorian Video Productions announces the release of another video in its ongoing curriculum of instructional arts and crafts video tapes. Tapestry Weaving—Level II with Nancy Harvey as the instructor has a running time between 105 and 115 minutes. This new course continues where Tapestry Weaving—Level I left off. It includes many advanced tapestry techniques including shading and information on working with single or multiple wefts as well as tips on design and cartoon preparation. $19.95. For more information contact Victorian Video Productions, P.O. Box 1238, Port Townsend, WA 98368 (206) 385-7490.

RAMAH from page 47.

ak’i hiiji, means freedom, liberty and blessings.

In June 1986 five of the weavers took the blanket to Washington, D.C., where they presented it to the people of the United States. The blanket now hangs in the museum at the base of the Statue of Liberty. I asked one weaver what she would want her grandchildren to think if they visited the museum to see that blanket. "They’ll think this is a good weaving, unique and beautiful."

The rug weaving room is empty now except for the monthly meetings. But there is talk of another cooperative weaving project and at each meeting weavers bring designs in colors which grow more and more beautiful. The Ramah Navajo "style" is not settled as are the rug weaving styles of other reservation regions. It is characterized by handspinning, natural dyes, and patterns which echo other styles but do not imitate them. The weavers are planning another design workshop soon, to continue the process of discussion and creative cross-fertilization which has produced many fine examples in the past year. At the meetings the older weavers discuss, always in Navajo, the merits of various colors and designs with the younger weavers. This is a true cooperative and very busy one. It may be a long way to the Statue of Liberty in New York Harbor, but the weavers have now been there, enjoyed themselves, and come home to the middle of nowhere, where, as one of them says, "we weave our dreams."

2. 4 & 6 ply in 8 earthy natural wool colors.
3. Natural white wool in various weights and plies.
4. 2 & 4 ply wooly Berber yarns in 6 rustic colors.
5. 2 & 4 ply top dyed Berber in 12 tweed colors.
6. Sturdy 3 ply wool in 16 subtle shades.
7. FINE 2 ply wool for warp or weft in 28 custom dyed colors.
8. The Heavyweight-a bulky wool yarn in 9 bold colors.
9. Soft, pure wool clothing yarn in 8 undyed natural shades & 18 muted colors.
10. All wool novelty yarns in 12 colors to coordinate with our fine 2 ply and soft clothing yarns.
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3737 Main Street, Dept. W
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Wonder Craft

Send for samples of our quality yarns

- Rug Wools in many colors
- Machine knitting yarns (2/24s, 2/26s)
- Novelty Yarns
- Nubby Earthtones
- 100% Cotton yarns galore

If it can be spun, we're the one
Send $2.00 for samples and a spot on our mailing list

Wonder Craft
DIVISION OF ROBIN RUG INCORPORATED
1 Constitution Street, Bristol, RI 02809
(401) 253-2030

Carolina Cottons

Mercerized
Natural
Novelty

"The Weaver's Choice"

CATALOG & SAMPLES $2.00

WEAVER'S WAY
P.O. Box 70
Columbus, NC 28722
1-800-348-3483

Send for samples

Linen/Cotton Identification ($1.60)
Linen/Cotton Color ($1.60) - Macramé ($0.60)
LINWOOL™ ($0.50) - Worsted ($1.50)
Wool ($1.50) - Flax Fibre ($0.40)
Irish/Scottish Embroidery Linen ($1.10)
Swedish Embroidery Linen ($0.75)
Linen Embroidery Fabrics ($1.00)
Looms ($0.50)

FREDERICK J. FAWCETT, INC.
1304 Scott Street, Dept. W
Petaluma, CA 94952

call toll free 1-800-432-9238
(in California 1-800-232-9238)

Mastercard & Visa accepted

WHOLESALE ONLY
COLORCARD ALBUM $20.00
500 LAFAYETTE ST. BRISTOL, PA 19007
(215) 788-0459

WHEN YOU THINK OF CONED YARN
We Have It All!
**EXHIBITS, FAIRS, FESTIVALS**

**ARIZONA**

Flagstaff: "Fibers Celebrated," a juried fiber exhibit in conjunction with the Intermountain Weavers Conference, will be held at the Northern Arizona University Art Gallery, July 1–August 1, 1987.

**Mesa:** "Night Screams/Day Dreams," an exhibition of spiritual fantasies brought to visual reality in any medium, October 9–November 5, 1987. Galeria Mesa, 155 North Center, Mesa, Arizona.

**CALIFORNIA**

**Monterey:** The Monterey County Fair Wool Show will be held August 11–18, 1987.

**COLORADO**

**Durango:** "Heirlooms for the Heart and Home," a juried exhibit and sale of handweaving, spinning, and related fiber arts, sponsored by the Four Corners Weavers Guild, July 20–21, 1987 at The Main Hall, 835 Main Ave., Durango.

**CONNECTICUT**

**Guilford:** "The DollShow," October 4–24, 1987 at the Guilford Handcrafts Center, The Mill Gallery, 411 Church Street.

**INDIANA**

**Fort Wayne:** Festival Arts and Craft Show, July 11 & 12, 1987 at Freimann Park, downtown Fort Wayne.

**Valparaiso:** "Intervenion Expressions," a sale of handwoven, handspun and basketry items created by the Duneland Weavers Guild, October 17–18, 1987 at Marc T. Nielsen Incerlor's, 734 N. Old Suman Rd., Valparaiso.

**MASSACHUSETTS**

**Pittsfield:** "Shaker Workmanship 1878," a juried exhibition showcasing recent pieces by contemporary craftspersons whose work reflects the designs and skills of the Shaker community industries will take place May 31–September 30, 1987 at Hancock Shaker Village, located on Route 20, five miles west of Pittsfield, Massachusetts.

**MICHIGAN**

**Bad Axe:** The Thumb Area Lamb and Fiber Affair, July 17–18, 1987 at the Huron County Fairgrounds.

**MINNESOTA**

**Minneapolis:** "Fibers Minnesota '87," the third annual show and sale for fiber arts, and "Artbreak '87," a runway artwear show held in conjunction with "Fibers Minnesota '87," October 17–18, 1987 at Calhoun Square, Minneapolis. Sponsored by the Minnesota Crafts Council.

**St. Paul:** "Beaten Images," an exhibit of handmade paper forms by Jerald Kreps, April 24–August 31, 1987 at The Raymond Avenue Gallery, 761 Raymond Ave. The Gallery features a continuing exhibition of crafts and photography by twelve leading Minnesota artists. Included are fiber artists Marit Lee Kucera, Mary Anne Wise and Nancy Gipple.

**NEW MEXICO**

**Albuquerque:** Tapestry rugs by Donna Martin, July 16–August 19 at the Mariposa Gallery, 113 Romero St. N.W., Old Town, Albuquerque.

**Los Alamos:** Fuller Lodge Art Center presents the following in 1987: August 20–September 29, "Vessels and Prints," a juried exhibition of work by New Mexico artists; October 2–November 1, "Personal Images," including the hand-made paper of Dana Salmold.

**Santa Fe:** June 1–August 31, and exhibit of small tapestry pieces by the Taos Tapestry Collective at the Natural Cafe, 1494 Cerillos Rd., Santa Fe; July 3–26, "Taos Tapestry Collective: New Works," St. John's College Gallery. There will be a slide show of the Collective's work on July 15 at the Gallery.

**Taos:** Fourth Annual Wool Fest, sponsored by the Mountain Valley Wool Association of Colorado and New Mexico, September 26–27, 1987 at Kit Carson State Park, Taos.

**NEW YORK**

**Ithaca:** The 9th Annual Upstate Crafts Fair, July 30–August 1, 1987 at Ithaca High School, off Rte. 13, Ithaca.


**OREGON**


**RHODE ISLAND**

**Bristol:** "Costume as Communication: Ethnographic Costumes and Textiles from Middle America and the Central Andes of South America," March–December, 1987 at the Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology, Mount Hope Grant, Bristol.

**TENNESSEE**

**Gatlinburg:** The Arrowmont Summer Faculty and Staff Exhibition will be held May 29–August 14, 1987. Also at Arrowmont, "New Quilts for an Old Millennium," October 14–December 5, 1987; "Spotlight '87: Southeast Crafts," October 14–December 12, 1987.

**WASHINGTON**

**Bellevue:** "Wearable Art Show," an annual juried competition sponsored by the Bellevue Art Museum, October 17, 1987.

**WISCONSIN**

**Sheboygan:** At the John Michael Kohler Arts Center, the 17th Annual Outdoor Arts Festival, July 18 and 19, 1987.

**Whitewater:** "A Celebration of Creativity," the 12th annual fiber and textile exhibit sponsored by the Whitewater Spinners and Weavers Guild will be held July 20–August 7, 1987 at the Crossman Gallery, University of Wisconsin–Whitewater.

**CONFERENCES**

**ALABAMA**

**Auburn:** Alabama Fiber Conference of 1987, sponsored jointly by the Auburn Fiber Guild and Auburn University School of Home Economics will be held August 13–16, 1987 at Auburn University. Ken Weaver is the featured speaker. For information: Linda Silvern, 143 Norwood Ave., Auburn, AL 36830 (205) 887-7534.

**ALASKA**


**Mendocino:** The 4th International Fiber and Fungi Symposium and Exhibition will be held January 11–15, 1980 on the Mendocino coast. An exhibit of mushroom-dyed fiber art will open January 9, 1980 at the Highlight Gallery in Mendocino. For information: Miriam Rice, International Mushroom Dye Institute, Box 703, Mendocino, CA 95460.
TENNESSEE
Smithville: The Appalachian Center for Crafts and Sherleen LaPlantz will sponsor a conference at the Appalachian Center for Crafts in Smithville, August 10–14, 1987. For information: Sherleen LaPlantz, LaPlantz Studio, 899 Bayside Cutoff, Bayside, CA 95524. (707) 822-6009.

WASHINGTON
Coupville: "Fiber Forum," sponsored by the Coupville Arts and Crafts Festival Association, will be held September 19–20, 1987 at the Coupville Arts Center at Coupville on Whidbey Island, near Seattle. For information: Coupville Arts Center, P.O. Box 611, Coupville, WA 98239 (206) 578-4606.

TO ENTER
Deadline August 1, 1987 for "Fibers Minnesota." Third annual show and sale for fiber arts and "Artbreak '87," a runway art-wear show to be held in conjunction with "Fibers Minnesota." October 17/18, 1987. For information: Fibers Minnesota, c/o Minnesota Crafts Council, Hennepin Center for the Arts, 528 Hennepin Ave., Suite 308, Minneapolis, MN 55403; or call Charlotte Jirousek, (612) 920-5299.

Deadline August 17, 1987 for "The Doll Show," October 4–24, 1987 at the Mill Gallery, Guilford Handcrafts Center, Guilford, CT. For information: SASE to The Doll Show, Guilford Handcrafts, Inc., P.O. Box 221, Guilford, CT 06437.


Deadline September 4, 1987 for "Kansas Fiber Directions '87," October 18–November 15, 1987 at the Wichita Art Museum. Open to all Kansans, former Kansans and residents of metropolitan Kansas City, Missouri. For information: Kansas Fiber Directions '87, 2424 Governor, Wichita, Kansas 67226 or Ann Enix, (316) 722-2312.

Deadline September 15, 1987 for Guilford Handcrafts Holiday Exhibition, an exhibit and sale of fine quality crafts. November 7–December 23, 1987. For information: Pat Seekamp & Amy Lenz, Holiday Exhibition, P.O. Box 589, Guilford, CT 06437 or call (203) 453-5947.


Deadline September 25, 1987 for "Surface Intrigue," a national juried exhibition in all media focusing on texture, January 15–February 4, 1988 at Galeria Mesa, Mesa, AZ. For information: "Surface Intrigue," Galeria Mesa, P.O. Box 1466, Mesa, AZ 85201 or call (602) 834-2242.


ANNOUNCEMENTS
Spring Creek Farm in Mound, Minnesota is under new ownership. Taking over from long-time owners John and Judy Lewman is Angela Maas Nohava. Angela is an accomplished spinner/knitter/weaver/shepherd. During the transition period, Angela will continue to use "Spring Creek" catalogs. The new name of the business is The Fold, Box 160, Chaska, Minnesota 55318.

Victorian Video Production received the top award in the general "how-to" video category at the 17th Annual National Educational Film and Video Festival, in May 1987. The award was for their entry "Splint Basketry I."

Classic Elite Yarns, Incorporated wants to assure its customers that it survived the 9 alarm fire, March 23, 1987 at their historic mill complex in Lowell, Massachusetts. The Hub Hosiery Building where they are located, is one of two buildings which sustained no fire or smoke damage.

The Canada Council has awarded a second grant to Jane A. Evans for costs related to completion of research on her book A Joy Forever. This monograph will deal with both traditional and modified Latvian weaving of household textiles and will emphasize types of weaves unusual in North America.

Frequent contributor to The Weaver's Journal, Phillips Alvic is a 1987 recipient of a summer fellowship from the Northwood Institute's Alden B. Dow Creativity Center, located at in Midland, Michigan. Alvic will investigate weave and their application in her work. The award includes round trip transportation to Midland, food, housing and project costs.
STUDY & TRAVEL

STUDY

ALASKA
Fairbanks: Pat Hickman will teach a two-week workshop, July 26-August 7, entitled "Textile Sculpture/Construction, Containers to Costumes," at the University of Alaska. For information: Fairbanks Summer Arts Festival, P.O. Box 80845, Fairbanks, AK 99708.

ARIZONA
Mesa: The Mesa Cultural Program offers an ongoing series of classes in the fiber arts. For information: Mesa Cultural Program, P.O. Box 1466, 155 N. Center, Mesa, AZ 85201.

CALIFORNIA
Mendocino: Mendocino Art Center will offer several textile classes during its summer session, beginning June 29. Among the classes are rug weaving, shibori, tapestry and ikat. For information: Lolly Jacobsen, Textile Programs Coordinator, Mendocino Art Center, 45200 Little Lake Street, P.O. Box 76S, Mendocino, CA 95460 (707) 937-0228.

CONNECTICUT
Brookfield: Brookfield Craft Center will offer fiber classes including basketry, weaving and lap quilting during their Summer 1987 session beginning June 6. For information: Brookfield Craft Center, Inc., P.O. Box 122, Brookfield, Connecticut 06804.

INDIANA
New Harmony: Harmonic Weavers, Inc. announces the following workshops: Ardedia Williams on "Fundamental Weaving Design, Using Miniatures," July 27–31, August 3–7; Johanna Erickson, September 18–20, will present a Friday night lecture and Saturday/Sunday workshop on "Rag Weaving" or "Running Ragged." For information: Harmonic Weavers, Box 277, New Harmony, IN 47631 (812) 682-3578.

MAINE
Deer Isle: The session at Haystack Mountain School of Crafts begins June 7 and continues through September 4. Classes will be offered in weaving, fibers and fabrics. There will be a special session on "Surface and Pattern." For information: J. M. Michaud, Haystack Mountain School of Crafts, Deer Isle, ME 04627-0087 (207) 349-2306.

MASSACHUSETTS
Amherst: Horizons, The New England Craft Program will offer several fiber workshops during their three-week summer session which run from June 28 to August 9. A late summer one-week intensive workshop for students 16 through 20 years of age includes concentrations in color printing and processing and Japanese and African tie-dye techniques. For information: Horizons, Jane Sinaier, Director; 374 Old Montague Rd., Amherst, MA 01002 (413) 549-4841.

MINNESOTA
Grand Marais: "Tapestry Weaving Techniques," taught by Merle Sykora, will be offered August 17–21 and August 24–28 as part of the summer session at the Grand Marais Art Colony. For information: Grand Marais Art Colony, P.O. Box 626, Grand Marais, MN 55604 (218) 387-1195 or 2737.

MISSOURI
Fayette: The Weavers' School provides an intensive weaving experience for those interested in exploring beyond the four shaft loom. Classes include: Introduction to Complex Weaves, The Weaving and Finishing of Coverlets, and The Drawloom. Classes are restricted in size to insure maximum individual progress. For information: Madelyn van der Hoogt, The Weavers' School, Route One, Fayette, MO 65248 (816) 248-3462.

MONTANA
Montana City: Elkhorn Mountains Weaving School will offer a series of fiber workshops with Joanne Hall, author of Mexican Tapestry Weaving Classes begin June 1 and run into September. For information: Elkhorn Mts. Weaving School, 5.R. Box 165, Clancy, MT 59634.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe: Recurso will offer a seminar on Southwest Indian Art, August 17–20. Speakers include Ann Hedlund and Ramona Sakiestewa. For information: Recurso, 227 E. Palace Ave., Santa Fe, NM 87501 or call (505) 982-9301.

NEW YORK
Binghamton: The summer/fall schedule at Osningo includes Cornhusk mat making, August 8 and Porcupine quill jewelry making, October 31. For information: Roberson Center for the Arts and Sciences, 30 Front St., Binghamton, NY 13905-4779 or call (607) 772-0660.

New York: The Fashion Institute of Technology now offers a B.F.A. program in "Restoration: Applied Arts." This is a two-year, upper-division program which will prepare students to enter the professional restoration field in wood, ceramics, and metal work. For information: Prof. Hugh Crean, Restoration: Applied Arts, Room D323, Fashion Institute of Technology, 227 W. 27th St., New York, NY 10001 or call (212) 760-7823. Beginning in August 1987, F.I.T. will offer a M.A. program in "Gallery and Retail Art Administration." For information: Dean Robert Gutman, Division of Graduate Studies at the above address or call (212) 760-7714.

NORTH CAROLINA
Penland: The summer session at Penland School begins June 1. Fiber classes are included through October 9. For information: Penland School, Penland, NC 28765-0037 (704) 765-2359.

OHIO
Oberlin: The Loom Shed will offer workshops in drafiging, shaft-switching, overshot and Moorman during its summer session. For information: The Loom Shed, 278 South Pleasant St., Oberlin, OH 44074 (216) 774-3500.

OREGON
Clackamas: Damascus Pioneer Craft School will offer several fiber classes beginning July 6. For information: SASE to Damascus Pioneer Craft School, 14711 S.E. Anderson Rd., Clackamas, OR 97015 (503) 658-2704.

Portland: The Oregon School of Arts and Crafts will be weaving classes as part of the summer session which begins June 15. For information: Oregon School of Arts and Crafts, 8245 S.W. Barnes Road, Portland, OR 97225 (503) 297-5544.

TENNESSEE
Gatlinburg: Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts Summer Workshops begin June 8, 1987. Fiber workshops include multi-layered weaving, supplementary warp, tapestry, wearables, basketry. For information: Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts, P.O. Box 587, Gatlinburg, TN 37738 (615) 436-5860.

VERMONT
Plainfield: Summer classes at the Marshfield School of Weaving begin June 1. Beginning in June, the School will institute a 3 month in-
**PRODUCTS**

**NEWS**

**Weaving Equipment**
AVL Looms announce “A New Era in Handweaving” with the production of the AVL Technical Dobby Loom. This is a 20 harness countermarche Dobby loom available in 30” and 60” widths. It offers weavers the benefits of a countermarche’s positive shed action while eliminating the treadle-to-harness groups required by the traditional countermarche.

Also new from AVL is a newly designed wall mounted beam winder which allows off-the-loom warping of both standard and sectional beams. When mounted on the wall, the beam winder can be adjusted to the width of any AVL loom. For information on either of these products, contact AVL Looms at 601 Orange St., Chico, CA 95928.

**Yarn**
Classic Elite Yarns, Inc. has added “Cambridge” to its handknitting line. Spun of 70% cotton and 30% wool fibers, Cambridge is a cabled yarn composed of 8 plies. For information contact Classic Elite, 12 Perkins St., Lowell, MA 01854.

Harrisville Designs has added the “Trikum” line with seven pastel colors in a cotton/wool combination twist. Also new from Harrisville is a line of “country” yarns designed especially for knitters called “Twitchell Mills Country Knitting Yarns.” These are worsted weight yarns put up in 4 ounce skeins only, 200-210 yards in length. For information on any of these yarns write Harrisville Designs, Harrisville, NH 03450 for the name of your nearest dealer.

**Henry’s Attic** now offers boucle, casino and prime alpaca on cones of approximately 1 lb., as well as skeins. For information: Henry’s Attic, 5 Mercury Ave., Monroe, NY 10950.

---

**Study/Travel**

**Terhune program.** For information: Marshfield School of Weaving, Plainfield, VT 05667 (802) 426-3577.

**WHS**

**Elliott:** The 1987 Augusta Heritage Arts Workshops at Davis & Elliott College begin July 12. Most classes meet for one week. For information: Augusta Heritage Center, Box CN, Davis & Elliott College, Elkins, WV 26241-3996 or call (304) 636-1903.

**WISCONSIN**

**Washington Island:** Sievers School of Fibers Arts will offer a vast array of fiber and fiber-related classes during its summer session, May 15—October 9. For information: Sievers School of Fiber Arts, Jackson Harbor Road, Washington Island, WI 54246.

**AUSTRALIA**

**QUEENSLAND**

**Brisbane:** The Australian Flying Arts School announces a new Weaving Correspondence Course, written by Janet De Boer, and sponsored by the Crafts Board of the Australia Council. For information: The Coordinator, Correspondence Courses, Australian Flying Arts School, c/o Brisbane CAE (Kelvin Grove), Victoria Park Road, Kelvin Grove Q 4059.

**DENMARK**

**Haderslev:** The Danish Weaving Center will offer 1 to 4 week classes during its summer session beginning June 1. For information: Danish Weaving Center, c/o Tuni Utheug, Fjelstrupvej 34, 6100 Haderslev, Denmark, telephone 04 527675.

**INDONESIA, JAPAN, THAILAND**

**Folkways Institute,** a U.S.-based international school which develops and offers field courses and workshops in Adult and Continuing Education within and outside the U.S. will offer the following workshops in 1987: Festival and Folkcraft of Japan, July 27—August 12; Kenya: Arts & Crafts, July 13—August 3; Bangkok to Bali: A Textile Workshop, October 15—November 1. For information: Kyle Cook, Folkways Institute, P.O. Box 68257, Oak Grove, OR 97268.

**SWEDEN**

**Leksand:** Swedish-American Heritage Seminars will be offered at Hanverkets Folkhögskola, July 18—26. Included will be visits to local weaving studios. For information: Margaretha Hedblom, Hanverkets Folkhögskola, S-79300 Leksand, Sweden.

**RETREATS**

**CALIFORNIA**

**Pacific Grove:** Heart’s Desire Retreats will sponsor the following at Asilomar in fall, 1987: Color with Sharon Alderman, October 26—29; Nelson Island Coiled Baskets with Rita Ploka Blumenstein, October 26—29. For information: Jinny Hopp, 31510 44th Ave. E., Easton, WA 98328 or call (206) 847-5422.

**WASHINGTON**

**Ashford:** Heart’s Desire Retreats will sponsor the following at Alexander’s in Ashford in fall, 1987: Comprehensive Handspinning with Celia Quinn, September 28—October 1; Sassy Silk Garments with Karen Selk and Michelle Wipplinger, November 9—14; Hands on Weaving with Jinny Hopp, November 11—14. For information: Jinny Hopp, 31510 44th Ave. E., Easton, WA 98328 or call (206) 847-5422.

**TRAVEL**


**Kenya:** Linda Hendrickson, owner of Fashion Fiberworks in Portland, Oregon will lead a tour to Kenya, July 23—August 18, 1987. For information: Linda Hendrickson, (503) 239-5016.
CLASSIFIEDS
LOOM FOR SALE. 42 inch. Kessener floor loom with plain and sectional warp beams, textool tie-up, bench, spool rack. $1,000 plus shipping from St. Paul, MN. Karen (612) 646-7445 or 636-0205.

SHANNON TAPISTRY LOOMS
High tension, heavy-duty professional tapestry looms with roller beams and other weaving accessories.
Call (412) 573-7504 or write to:
10602 N.W. 11th Ave., Vancouver, WA 98685

BRADSHAW MANUFACTURING COMPANY is now offering economy, custom made STAINLESS STEEL reed with lower prices. Brad- shaw Manufacturing Company, PO Box 5645, West Columbia, SC 29171 (803) 794-1151.

TAPESTRY SUPPLIES. Looms, French Gobelin bobbins and Aubusson shuttles. Beavers, bobbins and bobbin winder. AES: Handweaver. 340 Coventry Road, Virginia Beach, VA 23462.

PUBLICATIONS
FIBRE FORUM HAS A NEW LOOK and a new, low, discounted price. Cost in 1987 is US $12.00 for three issues. The new look includes a lot more colour. Subscribe in U.S. dollars to A. F.T.A., PO Box 77, University of Queensland, St. Lucia, Q4067, Australia. FIBRE FORUM covers all the textile arts in the Australian, region and is a high-quality magazine. For a sample issue, send US $4.00 or US $6.50 for airmail. Make checks payable to FIBRE FORUM.

PATTERNLAND WEAVE SIMULATOR 3.0. New EGA Release! 16 of 64 colors in 640 x 350 resolution. 124,000 pattern pixels displayed! Mixed color printing. Draw-Up or Draw-Down. WEAVE WIZARD weave analysis. 12 harnesses, 40 treadles, 64 warp, 800 weft. On-Line HELP and extensive printed tutorial. All IBM compatible printers. Money-back guarantee. $175. MAPLE HILL SOFTWARE, Plainfield, VT 05667 (802) 454-7310.

FOLK ARTS INTERNATIONAL. Introducing a new color magazine on international folk arts, including costume and textiles, crafts, dance, music, festivals and folklore. Special charter subscription offer $15 for 1 year (4 issues). Folk Arts International, PO Box 14676, Minneapolis, MN 55441.

STUDY
LEARN TO WEAVE FOR INCOME OR FUN. One-week beginners' weaving retreat in Colorado mountains, April-October. For brochure: ROBERT LOEWE WEAVING SCHOOL, Box W, Divide, CO 80814 (303) 687-3249.

TRAVEL
COMING TO ENGLAND! Residential spinning and weaving tuition offered in a well-equipped country studio. For brochure write MALCOLM and ELIZABETH PALMER, Crown Cottage, Gretton, Northamptonshire, NN17 3DE, England.

CRAFT/FOLK ART TOURS, 87-88. Himalayan Weaving Workshop: Spain/Morocco, Kashmir/Ladakh, Thailand/Burma, North/South India, Korea, USSR, CRAFT WORLD TOURS, WJ-7: 6776 Warboys Road, Byron, NY 14422 (716) 248-2667.

YARNS, FLEECE, FIBERS
DISCOUNT FIBRES: Wool, silk, cotton, linen, rayon, synthetics. Samples $3.75 Foreign $4.50; (U.S. funds). WOOLISHORE FIBRE ARTS, Box 17168, Dept. WJ, Milwaukee, WI 53217.

MILL END YARNS, threads, etc. Natural, synthetic and blends, varied sizes and types. New items added constantly. Low mill end prices on yarns. Sample catalog and mailing list for 1 year $2. THE GLEANEERS YARNBARN, PO Box 1191, Canton, GA 30114.

SILK/SILK/SILK. 60 exciting colors. Dyeing; 2/14 spun, cultivated & tussah plied, silk & camel; tussah & acrylic. Quantities limited. Samples $5. CUSTOM HANDWEAVING, Box 477, Dept. WJ, Redondo Beach, CA 90277-0477.

Create a Sensation!

featurng...The Drop Spindle Henry's Attic...Silk City Fibers Kathleen B. Smith (coveretf wool) Granger...Britany needles Wildwood buttons... & more!

Stuff quality yarns & accessories CATALOG $1

RR 3 260 Hoffman Drive Califon NJ 07830

SHEEPSKIN PIECES—Cleaned random sizes suitable for cut strip weaving. Makes wonderful rugs, vests, seat covers. Instructions with order: 1 lb. $8.; 5 lbs. $16.; 10 lbs. $28.; plus shipping. CUSTOM HANDWEAVING, Box 477, Dept. WJ, Redondo Beach, CA 90277-0477.

QUALITY HANDCRAFT FLEECE DIRECT FROM NEW ZEALAND

Superb fleece wool especially bred for handicrafts. Clean fleeces, 6 lbs., well-carded, wide selection of colors, all $2.50/lb.
P & P extra. Reductions for large orders. Carded wool, greasy and washed also available. Orders posted worldwide with money-back guarantee. You can rely on me for prompt, personal service. Send today for free brochure and samples.

Janet McKenzie “Gone Down,” Greta Valley R.D.
North Canterbury, New Zealand.

QUALITY HANDCRAFT FLEECE DIRECT FROM NEW ZEALAND

Superb fleece wool especially bred for handicrafts. Clean fleeces, 6 lbs., well-carded, wide selection of colors, all $2.50/lb.
P & P extra. Reductions for large orders. Carded wool, greasy and washed also available. Orders posted worldwide with money-back guarantee. You can rely on me for prompt, personal service. Send today for free brochure and samples.

Fiber Headquarters of the Southeast

Complete Line of Spinning, Dyeing, Weaving, Basketry Supplies and Books.

LOOMS, Spinning Wheels, Knitting Machines and Yarns

Twill Looming Lure $6.00 per yard (minimum 6 yards)

Yarn Samples: $4.50 Basketry Samples: $1.50

Spinning Sample: $3.00 bulky Yarns: $1.50

HOURS Mon. Fri. 10 A.M - 5 P.M

Linda Snow - Fibers

3200 Olds Court Lincol Park, IL 60637

0(312) 321-2790

10 A.M - 5 P.M

MasterCharge & Visa accepted

ALIZARIN TERRY PRINTING

HAND DYED FIBERS AND YARNS

111 N. North stencil 7117

(312) 321-2790

10 A.M - 5 P.M

MasterCharge & Visa accepted
Congratulations!
The Weaver's Journal is proud to announce that its co-editor Suzanne Bazerman completed her doctoral dissertation on Hispanic weaving in the Southwest and received her Ph.D. in Textiles from the University of Minnesota this past spring.

Errata
Vol 10 No. 4, Issue 44 (Spring, 1987) Page 87. Draft: shows shafts 1, 2, 4, 5 instead of 1, 2, 3, 4. Page 65. Illustration omitted from article: see page
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V&A from page 64.
9. Rooms 94 and 95 display tapestries with rotating displays to present a variety of tapestry holdings.
10. The Print Room, located off Room 71, provides valuable resources for textile designers and historians. The departmental handbook and information in the Print Room catalog are useful guides in this area. The Corcoran Design collection within the Print Room contains 5,200 hand-painted or printed fabrics dating from 1870 to 1880, by the French textile designer, J. D. Corcoran.
11. The Student's Room in the Indian Section, located off Room 28 on the ground floor, can be used only by appointment. In cabinets, pull-out frames and drawers, 3,000 examples are well organized for study.
12. The National Art Library, located within the V. A., houses some of the textile design holdings which are not found in the Print Department. It is the largest art reference library in the world. About 200,000 photographs of art objects in many parts of the world are in storage, many available upon request. A multitude of source materials useful in textile research can be found in this vast library.

As specific as these notes on the collection may seem, it is so extensive that this review must be considered to be a general overview. It is a well-organized and quite accessible collection, which can be explored thoroughly with advance appointments. To avoid disappointment during a visit to London, check in advance about current hours that the collection is open and about any national holiday during which the museum may be closed. Located at South Kensington SW7 2RL, the Victoria and Albert's Textile Collection is managed by Donald King, Keeper, with assistance by Natalie Rothstein, Deputy Keeper, and their staff. It may take several months of correspondence to complete an appointment. During a visit it will be very clear why it is said "...there is something for everyone in London's Victoria and Albert Museum."

Notes
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid., p. 102.
6. Ibid., p. 103.
10. Ibid., p. 41.
11. Ibid., p. 40.
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Back in Print!

**BY POPULAR DEMAND**

**Boundweave** by Clotilde Barrett

The Boundweave technique produces a sturdy weft-faced fabric suitable for rugs and tapestries. Weavers are shown how to develop simple drafts to achieve myriad pattern possibilities. Chapters on figured boundweave and the principle of shaft-switching to achieve more complex patterning are also included.

92 pages, paperback, 8½” x 11”, 22 color plates, 60 black & white photos, 10 line drawings, over 100 drafts & charts.


**Also available**

**Directory of Weavers and Spinners Guilds**, 1986 edition. An updated biannual listing of guilds in the United States and abroad. Federations of guilds are also included. $2.50

Order from: *The Weaver's Journal*, P.O. Box 14238, St. Paul, MN 55114. Postage and handling on all orders: $1.50 for the first book, $.25 for each additional title. Outside the U.S.: $2.00 for the first book, $.50 for each additional title.

**Summer & Winter and Beyond**

*by Clotilde Barrett*

This monograph deals with classical ways of weaving the versatile Summer & Winter fabric structure, including multi-shaft block design, polychrome weaves, and some unusual variations. A four-shaft block draft suitable for rugs and a boundweave technique are also included.

46 pages, paperback, 2 color plates, 65 black & white photos, 11 line drawings, 60 drafts & charts. $6.00.

**Double Two-Tie Unit Weaves**

*by Clotilde Barrett*

Double two-tie unit threading drafts give the 8-shaft weaver the best opportunity to experiment with a vast number of exciting weave structures without retreading the loom. Hundreds of variations of this threading system can be woven. The design theory is explained in a clear and comprehensive way. Each step is illustrated with complete drafts, samples and photos.

86 pages, paperback, 16 color plates, 70 black & white photos, 3 line drawings, over 200 drafts & charts.

$12.95. ISBN 0-937452-05-1

Now available in English from *The Weaver's Journal*

**Damask and Opphämpta with Weaving Sword or Drawloom** by Lillemor Johansson

For the experienced multiharness weaver. A long-eyed heddle system or drawloom is used for these two distinctive pattern weaves. Clear explanations and illustrations are provided for various Damask pattern variations and opphämpta float patterns. Also included: an overview of Swedish weaving, weaving schools and contemporary artists working in these techniques.

166 pages, hardcover, 70 color plates, 101 black & white photos, 21 line drawings, 65 drafts & charts.

$23.95. ISBN 91-36-02158-X

**Manual of Swedish Handweaving**

*by Ulla Cyrus-Zetterström*

This classic Swedish weaving text, first published in 1950, has been updated and reissued. Directed toward intermediate and advanced weavers. Traditional Swedish weaves are illustrated as well as analysis of weave structure and warp/weft/sett calculation information.

222 pages, hardcover, 37 color plates, 141 black & white photos, 157 diagrams, 6 color diagrams. $19.95.
 DETAILS, DETAILS, DETAILS
Introducing AVL's New Technical Dobby Loom

It isn’t easy dealing with perfectionists.
Some other engineers would have cut corners and cranked out a 20 harness Countermarche Dobby Loom in no time.
But not our group.
They spent over three years taking care of the details. The little things, the unnoticed technicalities, that make the difference between a good loom and a truly great one. Every time the rest of us were ready to unveil the loom, they wanted to do some more fine tuning.

So the development effort went on ...and on ...and on. New details, new parts, new ideas - all with one driving obsession: To build a loom like no other.
And the result? Something spectacular. The AVL Technical Dobby Loom.
The Technical Dobby Loom is indeed a loom that doesn’t cut any corners. The unprecedented Countermarche Dobby Head yields the classic, perfect shed with none of the hassles normally associated with typical countermarche looms. Just think - no tie-ups!

And twenty harnesses? The cam-assisted action is so easy they can be opened with your index finger on the treadle. Really.
And all without forgetting the details. Bronze bushings that mean less friction for easy action. Special aircraft cable that just won’t break. And hundreds more.

We spent hundreds of hours perfecting the unique twin-arm countermarche doby system that eliminates the need for tie-ups.

Details on a loom designed by perfectionists for... well, perfectionists like you.

Pulleys, cams and bushings - meet the hidden reasons all twenty harnesses move with ease on every beat. They're only some of the details that helped make a good loom a great one.

AVL. Now the possibilities are endless.

AVL LOOMS
601 Orange St.
Dept. 302
Chico, California 95928

Call us at
(800) 626-9615
or inside California
(916) 893-4915
Send $2 for complete catalog.